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Abstract 

The continued development of modern-day vehicles has allowed innovators to shape 

their design to meet the consumer’s requirements. Vehicles have become faster and larger to 

accommodate more passengers and their belongings. The increased popularity of Light Trucks 

or Vans (LTVs) and Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) elevated their sales to approximately 50% of all 

vehicles sold in the United States by 1999 [1]. These advancements have created a high-energy 

world, which poses a serious threat to the ever-growing population. Unprotected pedestrians 

come in all too frequent contact with these vehicles creating the potential for high-energy blunt 

force trauma. This thesis aims to prevent the deadly result of pedestrians suffering LTV impact 

from the rear through the design, analysis, development, and test of a protective wearable 

device. The metrics of evaluation of the impact scenario were average acceleration and spinal 

hyperextension.  

This work employed analytical analysis, finite element analysis, and experimental testing 

methods to develop the device. Elements of the design and its association with advanced 

materials gave the proposed device novelty. Experimental testing was accomplished through a 

drop test series using a mock human model. Full height testing simulated a vehicular collision at 

20 miles per hour. Data were collected through acceleration measurements and high-speed 

video analysis. Statistical analysis of the impacting event showed an appreciable decrease in 

acceleration and a significant reduction in dynamic hyperextension. The average acceleration 

during initial impact was decreased by 14% and hyperextension was reduced by 81%. 
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The resulting peak acceleration surpassed the NHTSA’s Thoracic Injury Criteria (TIC) 

criteria of 60 G’s but not the suggested Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI) level of 85 G’s [2] [3]. These 

criteria are identified as exceeding the set level for a time interval longer than 3 ms. Reducing 

peak acceleration to within these limits was found in literature to reduce the probability of 

severe internal damage [3]. The significant decrease in hyperextension reduced the deflection 

to an acceptable range of the human spine and would prevent the pedestrian’s head from 

impacting the hood of the vehicle. These results combined with an ergonomic functional design 

supports the proposed device as a feasible and capable protective measure against high-energy 

blunt force trauma. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Introduction/Background 

Ever since the development of the first car, innovators have driven to make vehicles 

faster and more appealing to the consumer. Vehicles have become larger to accommodate 

more passengers and their belongings. The increased popularity of Light Trucks or Vans (LTVs) 

and Sports Utility Vehicles (SUVs) elevated their sales to approximately 50% of all vehicles sold 

in the United States by 1999 [1]. The growing number of LTVs on the road provides the 

opportunity for deadly collisions with unprotected people traveling by other means of 

transportation. Technological advancements introduce people to situations that can result in 

high-energy trauma. In these scenarios, it is vital to protect the human body from severe injury 

and even death. One prominent situation that requires the protection of the body in today’s 

high-energy world is a vehicular collision. 

 Vehicle collisions are responsible for high-energy blunt force trauma. The danger to 

passengers has been well documented, and companies continue to improve interior safety 

methods. Unfortunately, bicyclists and pedestrians are exposed and have minimal protective 

safety equipment during a vehicular collision. For bicyclists, the standard safety equipment 

includes a foam-lined helmet and knee or elbow pads. Several other devices have been 

developed but are not as widely utilized or enforced. These products include airbag helmets, 

airbag jackets or vests, and impact absorbing protective armor [12] [13] [14]. Companies have 

also begun developing exterior airbags for smaller passenger cars and implementing pedestrian 

collision sensors on a wide range of vehicles [15]. These advancements are only the beginning 
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of extensive research and development. Immediate innovation is required to protect the 

human body from the increasing number of vehicle-to-person collisions. 

A 19% increase of pedalcyclist fatalities between 2010 and 2013 in the United States 

was a clear indication of an opportunity for improvement in pedalcyclist safety equipment [16]. 

A pedalcyclist is defined, by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), as any 

non-motorized vehicle consisting of one, two, or three wheels powered solely by pedals [16]. In 

2013, 743 pedalcyclists were killed and approximately 48,000 others injured in motor vehicle 

accidents [16]. Pedalcyclist fatalities and injuries accounted for 2% of total motor vehicle traffic 

deaths and 2% of all traffic collision injuries [16]. In that same year, vehicle-to-pedestrian 

collisions accounted for 14% of total traffic fatalities and 3% of all traffic collision injuries [17]. 

The number of pedestrians killed and injured reached 4,735 and approximately 66,000, 

respectively [17]. The larger quantity of fatalities and injuries to pedestrians, compared to 

pedalcyclists, can be hypothesized to be directly related to a larger number of pedestrians on 

the road and the observation that pedestrians do not wear any protective equipment. 

However, the lack of protective gear was not the only variable directly related to severe injury. 

Although small cars can cause serious injuries at high speeds, the probability of severe 

injury is lower at speeds under 15 miles per hour [18]. Cars tend to cause immediate damage to 

a pedestrian’s legs because the bumper and hood are so low to the ground. On the other hand, 

larger vehicles, LTVs, are higher off the ground and have a higher probability of causing severe 

injury at speeds below 15 miles per hour [18]. Approximating the height of a light truck’s hood 

at 48 inches from the ground, it will strike the 50th percentile male above their center of mass. 

The center of mass was calculated to be 38 inches from the ground using anthropometric data 
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for a 50th percentile male [5], see Appendix A. This type of collision created a direct impact with 

the pedestrian’s lower and middle torso increasing the probability of a severe injury. In fact, in 

2004 an evaluation of pedestrian crash cases collected by the Pedestrian Crash Data Study from 

1994 to 1998 revealed that pedestrians are three times more likely to receive severe injuries 

when struck by a light truck than by a small car [19]. The identification of a severe injury is 

widely accepted as a level 4 on the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS), which applies the type of 

injury and its relative severity to a value between 0 and 9. An injury of AIS4 is described as the 

probability of death being between 5% and 50%. The increased probability of severe injury 

highlights a significant need that this research aimed to address. 

This master’s thesis focused on a wearable back protecting device to prevent injury 

during an LTV-to-pedestrian impact. This first work included the design, analysis, fabrication, 

and testing to support the developed concept. The resulting device is projected to be applicable 

to a wide range of uses. Other applications may include pedalcyclists, athletes, extreme sport 

enthusiasts, and military personnel. Although cyclists are more inclined to use protective 

equipment, the literature on vehicle-to-cyclist collisions are not comprehensive and the 

complexity of the impact dynamics exceeded the scope of this research. It is hoped that the 

development of this device will encourage future research into the aforementioned 

applications. 

Relevant vehicle-to-bicyclist literature was only included to support the danger of larger 

vehicles to unprotected persons. Research revealed that for both types of collisions injuries 

inflicted upon a pedestrian or cyclist were due to a multitude of variables. These included but 

were not limited to the direction of impact, vehicle body type and mass, height and mass of the 
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person, and the relative velocity between the vehicle and person. These selected variables were 

the foundation of the impact scenario discussed in this work. 

1.2 Technical Problem 

 Research and development have concentrated on a pedestrian being struck from behind 

by a light truck traveling at 20 mph. At this velocity the risk of severe injury, or AIS4, was 

approximately 25% [20]. Twenty miles per hour was selected because the resulting average 

acceleration exceeded the NHTSA’s critical chest acceleration limit of 60 G’s for the Thoracic 

Injury Criteria (TIC), which identifies the probability of serious injury (AIS3) or higher to be    

85% [2]. Additional research identified the Thoracic Trauma Index (TTI) for pedestrians, which 

specified a tolerance level of 85 G’s before severe injury is likely to occur [3]. This level was not 

to be exceeded for longer than 3 ms.  

The LTV vehicle type and the direction of impact were selected because they result in a 

higher risk of severe injury at a lower speed [21] [22]. The direction of impact was assumed to 

apply a normal force to the pedestrian’s back. It was deduced from published literature that the 

risk of a rear impact originated from direct contact with the patient’s spine and the absence of 

time for a pedestrian to react to the oncoming vehicle. Initial impact by the LTV projected the 

person’s body forward. The upper portion of his or her body, which was not contacted by the 

vehicle, began to arch backwards over the hood hyperextending the spine. In some cases, the 

person’s head struck the hood of the vehicle [3]. The impact force by a vehicle traveling at 20 

miles per hour can exceed 10,000 pounds distributed over a person’s body, as calculated in 

Appendix B. As will be discussed, this applied force has the potential to severely injure a 

person’s upper body in several ways. 
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Direct contact with a person’s torso generates accelerated compression and therefore 

internal cavitation [23]. This cavitation has the potential to cause tissue and organ damage 

leading to internal bleeding [23]. Impact forces applied directly to the spine of this magnitude 

can be great enough to create vertebrae fractures [24]. In the event a person’s head strikes the 

hood, there is a documented high probability of severe head trauma and possibility of death 

[22]. The lack of protective equipment leaves humans vulnerable to these types of severe 

injuries and many others. 

It is proposed that a non-Newtonian impact absorbing material in combination with a 

biomimetic structure could protect pedestrians subject to a forward projecting collision with a 

large vehicle approaching from the rear. A device designed to endure a collision from the 

posterior to anterior direction of a pedestrian’s spine relies heavily on its material properties. 

The materials must withstand the extremely high impact forces and attenuate the transmitted 

load. Additionally, the device must not be overly restrictive of the user’s range of motion nor 

add excessive weight. 

1.3 Assumptions 

 The pedestrian was assumed to be a 50th percentile male, which signifies the average of 

the male population. The 50th percentile male was a common assumption used by the NHTSA 

and researchers in this field. In general, physical testing was found to be conducted using the 

Hybrid III 50th percentile male crash test dummy. This model was comprised of segment weights 

and lengths to mimic a pedestrian. The limited available resources during this research required 

a human model to be improvised for experimental testing by utilized an 80 lb professional 

punching bag. During concept development, anthropometric data for the 50th percentile male 
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was used to calculate the body center of mass and impact forces applied to the lumbar and 

thoracic regions. For this work, the worst-case scenario was defined as a pedestrian standing 

motionless and facing away from the vehicle.  This was justified as the spinal damage was 

maximized in this scenario. 

The vehicle was a light truck moving at 20 mph, relative to the pedestrian, with a hood 

height of 48 inches. The weight of the vehicle was not considered because it was significantly 

larger than the pedestrian, supported by Mizuno and Kajzer whom identified the geometry of 

the vehicle as more significant [18] [19]. Additionally, the large mass difference meant impact 

with the pedestrian did not have any effect on the speed of the vehicle 

As part of the worst-case scenario, no braking was assumed to have occurred before the 

impact. Consequently, the light truck struck the pedestrian at a peak velocity of 20 mph. This 

initial impact was assumed to cause the greatest amount of damage to the person and was the 

focus of this first work. Secondary impacts with the vehicle or the ground were beyond the 

scope of research. The impact time, for the pedestrian to reach 20 mph, was approximated as 

15 milliseconds. The impact time did not include the pedestrian’s rebound due to high 

variability. The impact interval was deduced from a 2012 study validating the use of a full body 

finite element model under lateral impact loading, which recorded similar impact times at 

similar speeds as compared to experimental cadaver testing [25]. 

A theoretical change in velocity of the pedestrian after collision was calculated to be 

approximately 24 mph, assuming their initial velocity was zero. This resulting velocity was 

calculated using a coefficient of restitution of 0.2 for the human body, see Appendix B for 
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calculations. This assumed restitution coefficient was also supported by the previously 

mentioned full body modeling study. The full body model traveling at 20 mph rebounded at 3.8 

mph resulting in a change in velocity of 23.8 mph [25]. The coefficient of restitution for the 

total body was then calculated by the author to be 0.19, see in Appendix B. With a difference of 

5% from the assumed value, the literature supported a coefficient of restitution equal to 0.2. A 

larger coefficient also provided a worst-case scenario for the basis for product development. 
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2 Review of Literature 

A review of previous studies was conducted to further understand the issue of vehicle-

to-bicyclist and vehicle-to-pedestrian collisions. The focus during research was on collisions 

occurring with the pedestrian or cyclist facing away from the vehicle. Studies focusing on this 

direction of impact were fewer than lateral impact because the approach angle occurred less 

frequently. For this reason, it was necessary to include studies on lateral impacting to further 

understand characteristics of the pedestrians at risk of vehicular collisions. 

2.1 Collision and Impact Biomechanics Studies 

 The most extensive study on vehicle-to-bicyclist collisions was conducted using data 

collected from 1990 to 1999 in Great Britain. The database consisted of over 30,000 

standardized reports of one cyclist and one vehicle collisions that resulted in death or severe 

injury. It was recognized that Great Britain’s vehicle type distribution differs from the United 

States, but the vehicle type was not discussed in this study. The evaluation of the data was 

represented by accident incidence rates and their associated fatality rates. The notable 

statistics were gender, age, speed limit, and first point of impact on the bicycle. The results are 

tabulated below [21].  
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Table 1: Reported statistics for vehicle-to-bicycle collisions [21]. 

    
Accident Incidence 

Rates (%) 
Associated 

Fatality Rates (%) 

Gender 
Male 80.8 5.0 

Female 19.2 4.3 

Age 

0-9 9.7 3.0 

10-19 32.7 3.6 

20-29 18.6 3.4 

30-39 13.3 4.5 

40-49 9.1 5.3 

50-59 7.1 8.2 

60-69 4.5 10.8 

70-79 2.8 14.6 

80-89 0.9 19.1 

90+ 0.1 - 

Speed Limit 
(mph) 

30 76.0 3.0 

40 8.2 6.4 

50 0.9 13.0 

60 11.9 11.2 

70 2.8 19.6 

Bicycle Impact 

Front 52.1 2.9 

Back 13.7 10.0 

Right 19.1 7.0 

Left 11.2 4.4 

 

 The reported number of males in a severe accident was four times greater than women. 

Associated fatality rates for men and women were 5% and 4.3%, respectively. From the age 

distribution, it was evident that most incidences occurred with riders between the ages of 10 

and 39 years and the risk of fatality increased with age. Accidents cross referenced with posted 

speed limits showed the majority occurring at a lower speed but a fatality rate that increased 

with velocity. This was observed across many studies and commonly referred to as the only 

constant and non-controversial parameter in collision analysis [26]. 
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The posted speeds were much higher than those observed in vehicle-to-pedestrian 

collisions but still applicable to this research because of relative velocity. The average bicyclist 

was assumed to travel on level ground between 10 and 20 mph. If struck from behind by a 

vehicle traveling at 30 mph, the relative velocity between the two objects is between 10 mph 

and 20 mph. Although statistics showed the area of first impact on the bicycle was heavily 

weighted toward the front, the fatality rate revealed the ultimate danger of a bicyclist was in 

being rear ended. Of the collected data, only 3% of the front collisions resulted in a fatality 

while rear impacts reached 10%. These results support the choice in this study to model rear 

impacts with a relative speed of 20 mph. 

In the United States, the NHTSA also recorded bicyclist injuries and fatalities but with 

less detail [16]. In 2013 there were 743 deaths and approximately 48,000 injuries inflicted on 

bicyclists from motor vehicle collisions [16]. Men accounted for 83% of the injured and 87% of 

those killed [16]. The high percentage of males involved in bicycle accidents supports the 

findings from the previous study in Great Britain and supports the choice to model a device for 

use by a 50th percentile male in the current study. The associated fatality rate for males and 

females was calculated to be 1.5% and 1.2%, respectively. This is consistent with the lower 

fatality rate for females previously reported in the Great Britain study. The elevated fatality rate 

found in Great Britain could be a result of data being 13 years older, the improvements of 

modern health care, or the emergency response time for rural versus urban location of 

incident. The final relative statistics supplied by the NHTSA were injuries and fatalities by age. It 

was shown that the majority of incidences occurred between the ages of 10 and 30 years, and 
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risk of fatality increased with age [16]. This review of pedalcyclist and motor vehicle collisions 

did not include any information about the vehicle. 

The first study to analyze vehicle-to-pedestrian collisions for a more aerodynamic 

vehicle body style, similar to current model types, was the Pedestrian Crash Data Study (PCDS). 

It encompassed incidents that occurred in the United States from 1994 to 1998 [27]. The NHTSA 

thoroughly investigated 521 pedestrian crashes by gathering data through the Crashworthiness 

Data System (CDS), which is a part of the National Automotive Sampling System (NASS) [27]. In 

order for a collision to qualify for this study it had to meet several conditions including, the 

vehicle moving forward at time of impact, the vehicle had to have an exterior design consistent 

with those manufactured within the previous 5 years of the study, and the pedestrian must 

have been standing at time of impact [27]. The study accounted for 144 different variables to 

record a comprehensive report of each incident [27]. 

 Regarding gender and age, the PCDS found that 51% involved males and 58% of all 

pedestrians were between the ages of 19 and 65 years [27]. A correlation between height and 

injury severity was also observed. The largest group was pedestrians between 60 inches and   

66 inches, accounting for 39% of injuries [27]. Relative to this work, 33% of pedestrians were 

between 67 inches and 72 inches, and of this percentage 42% received a severe injury 

accounting for 44% of total severe injuries [27]. The height of the pedestrian was significant 

because injuries and severities were directly related to the geometry of the vehicle, which is 

discussed later in this section. 
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The distribution of vehicles in this study over represented passenger cars and 

underrepresented light pick-up trucks for the recorded type of injury inflicted by all vehicles on 

the road [27]. This discrepancy has become even larger with an increase of sales in light pick-up 

trucks and SUVs since this study [22]. Therefore, to represent the relationship of vehicle type to 

severe injury, the percentage of severe injuries per total injuries inflicted by vehicle type was 

calculated with the provided data. The result revealed 17% of injuries committed by a 

passenger car were severe compared to 24% by light pick-up truck. The final two observations 

relevant to this research were the orientation of the pedestrian upon impact and the velocity of 

the vehicle. It was recorded that only 10% of the pedestrians were facing away from the vehicle 

and approximately 45% of the vehicles were traveling between 9 mph and 28 mph. The low 

percentage of pedestrian rear-end collisions was consistent with other papers. 

The Pedestrian Crash Data Study was the basis for a majority of current vehicle-to-

pedestrian collision studies. A Field Data Analysis of Risk Factors Affecting the Injury Risks in 

Vehicle-to-Pedestrian Crashes by Zhang et al. [2008] focused more directly on the likelihood of 

sustaining severe injury by analyzing 312 cases from the PCDS data [26]. The study excluded 

people under the age of 14 years and shorter than 59 inches in stature [26]. They emphasized 

the geometry and speed of the vehicle to influence the severity of injury to the head, torso, and 

lower extremities. In specific interest to this thesis, it was mentioned that in pedestrian 

collisions with light trucks or vans, the torso was the second most commonly injured area [26]. 

This supports the assumption and focus on a larger vehicle and the need for increased 

protection of the torso region. Their findings revealed a statistically significant correlation 
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between hood heights above 39.75 inches and severe torso injury [26]. Unfortunately, this 

study did not account for the direction of impact. 

 The vulnerability and frequency of cyclist and pedestrian fatalities required an 

examination of impact biomechanics to reveal the source of injury. “Fatal Vehicle-to-Bicyclist 

Crashes in Sweden – an In-Depth Study of Injuries and Vehicle Sources” was conducted in 2012 

to help understand the injuries inflicted onto cyclists by vehicles [28]. This study analyzed all 

fatal vehicle-to-bicyclist collisions in Sweden involving a passenger car’s front end between 

2002 and 2008. The permissible vehicle types were passenger cars, sports-utility vehicles or 

multipurpose vehicles. A total of 48 cases were admitted and 50 were excluded due to vehicle 

type or direction of impact. The gender and age of persons involved, and vehicle speeds were 

consistent with previous studies. The percentages of total pedestrian deaths associated with 

impact direction were 75%, 23% and 2% from the side, rear, and front, respectively [28]. This 

study also compared bicyclist data to pedestrian data analyzed by Oman et al in 2012. The 

corresponding pedestrian fatalities were 67%, 25% and 7% from the side, rear, and front, 

respectively [28]. The similarity between bicyclist and pedestrian fatalities was consistent 

throughout the study and therefore, only the bicyclist data will be mentioned.  

The majority of deaths were attributed to head injuries (65%), with 27% from thorax 

injuries, and 21% from neck injuries [28]. The study did not limit the attribution of a person’s 

death by injury to just one area of the body, resulting in a percentage greater than 100%. It was 

consistently found that the victim’s head was typically the location of critical injury. The area of 

fatal injury was then related to four segments of the vehicle, see table below [28]. 
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Table 2: Distribution of body region with fatal injury by vehicle segment [28]. 

 Windshield Area (%) Hood (%) Hood Edge (%) Front (%) 

Head/Neck 67 9 3 0 

Thorax 18 9 3 0 

Pelvis 0 0 3 0 

Lower Ex. 0 0 3 0 

 

This distribution indicates a person’s head as the most vulnerable body region in 

relation to the least forgiving segment of a car, the frame surrounding the windshield. For the 

head to reach the windshield area, the vehicle’s hood must be low to the ground. It was 

reported that in 7 cases the bicyclist was struck from behind and their head impacted the frame 

above the windshield [28]. A larger vehicle, the focus of this research, would prevent the head 

from surpassing the hood. The author speculated that the fatalities from the head or thorax 

striking the hood or hood edge may have been inflicted by a SUV. The 9% of head impacts to 

the hood represent the injuries examined in this study.  

Rear impacts, in vehicle-to-pedestrian collisions, were found to be not as common as 

lateral impacts [27]. However, due to the associated high risk, they were a sufficient basis for 

the development of a novel protective body armor against high-energy non-penetrating 

trauma.  

2.2 Vehicle-to-Pedestrian Modeling and Testing 

 Modeling the impact between a vehicle and pedestrian for injury prediction was 

extremely complex and required extensive computing capabilities. The two most commonly 

used full body models are the Total Human Model for Safety (THUMS) and the Human Model 

for Safety (HUMOS) [25]. A third, more comprehensive model, called the Global Human Body 
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Models Consortium (GHBMC) was developed for the 50th percentile male in the seated position 

[25]. The complexity of these models exceeded the scope of this thesis and is an area of future 

work.  

Han et al. analyzed two THUMS pedestrian models colliding with four different vehicles 

with different front-end geometries [29]. This previously validated model provided impact 

forces, velocities and stresses for the entire musculoskeletal system. The model was solely used 

to analyze lateral impact loading and neglected to include results for the thoracic region. The 

only result provided for the chest was deflection of the ribcage, which was not particularly 

relevant to this research from the direction of impact. Regardless, this method of modeling 

vehicle-to-pedestrian collisions was noted for future research. 

Vavalle et al. described the validation of the GHBMC 50th percentile male during lateral 

impact by comparing results from experimental testing with cadavers [25]. The model in this 

study was in a seated position with force plates placed along the left side, illustrated in Figure 1. 

Although the model represented a person driving a vehicle, it also mimicked a person being 

struck by a large vehicle with a large grill. The three different configurations Vavalle et al. 

modelled were referred to as Sled A by Pintar et al. [30], Sled B by Cavanaugh et al. [31], and 

lateral drop tests by Stalnaker et al [32]. Sled A was tested at 15 mph and 19.9 mph, Sled B at     

15 mph, and the drop tests from a height of 39.4 inches. The GHBMC model results supported 

the experimental results with exception to the pelvic region. The model predicted an impact 

force with the pelvis that was significantly larger than recorded from cadaver testing. 
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Figure 1: Three different set-ups to validate the model with lateral impact [25]. 

 Sachin Narkhede, from Wichita State University, used the MADYMO (Mathematical 

Dynamic Model) pedestrian total human body models to analyze truck-to-pedestrian impacts in 

2007 [3]. He selected impact speeds of 12.4 mph, 15.5 mph, 18.6 mph, 21.7 mph, and           

24.9 mph. All impacts occurred with the front of the vehicle and from the front, side, or rear of 

the pedestrian. The rear impact with a 50th percentile male model at a speed of 21.7 mph 

resulted in a high risk of injury to the head and chest regions [3]. Damage to the head was 

reported to be 2 to 3 times larger than the biomechanical limit and considered fatal [3]. Rear 

impact at the same velocity also resulted in the chest region reaching an acceleration almost 

twice that of the biomechanical limit, nearly 120 G’s [3]. 

Bass et al. developed a model to determine thoracic and lumbar spinal impact 

tolerances by using cadaveric porcine subjects [24]. Their method involved dropping various 
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masses directly onto the animal’s spine from a height of 39.4 inches. They measured the drop 

velocity, impact force, and deceleration of the mass upon contact with different vertebrae. The 

pigs were then examined for fractures and other resulting injuries. The forces and risks of 

injuries were then scaled to human values using anthropometric parameters. The use of 

porcine subjects was beyond the scope of this project but could be useful in future research. 

 A simplified method of modeling vehicle impact was conducted using drop test 

procedures. Yucheng Liu compared the impact forces generated by dropping a cylindrical rod 

onto an automotive bumper using a physical model and finite element model [33]. Dynamic 

load transducers were used for experimental testing and a transient analysis was used in ANSYS 

for Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The resulting forces were within a 3% error and therefore 

supported the computer modeling method. The simplicity of the modelling and drop testing 

method was leveraged to develop a similar setup later in this work. 

2.3 Impact Absorbing Materials 

Ding et al. reviewed the properties of shear thickening fluids (STF) and their applications 

[34]. STF materials are considered non-Newtonian because they are strain rate dependent. This 

means that how they react to applied loads is dependent on how fast they are struck. These 

fluids are initially in a liquid state. However, when the fluid is impacted above its critical shear 

rate, it becomes momentarily rigid. The critical shear rate and the area of rigidity are 

dependent on the material’s particle concentration, size, shape, size distribution and inter-

particle interactions [34]. The addition of a STF to an open cell polyurethane (Poron XRD) or 

formation by polymer blending (D3O) creates a soft pad or gel with superior impact absorbing 

properties [34]. 
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Tyler and Venkatraman reviewed the use of impact resistant materials to protect 

athletes during sporting events [14]. These materials were used to protect the head, back, 

chest, and other various body parts. The mentioned materials were GPhlex, D3O, Poron XRD, 

EVA foam, and leather. The first four materials were commercially available, with Poron XRD 

and D3O as market leaders, and leather was used as a baseline [14]. Testing of material force 

attenuation consisted of dropping a 1.97 inch diameter ball and striking the material with  

3.688 ft lb of energy. Materials were tested at a range of thicknesses. At 0.197 inches thick, 

D3O out preformed all other products, but as thicknesses increased, Poron XRD began 

attenuating more force. All four commercially available products were similar in force 

attenuation at 0.59 inches thick. Since, the tested energy impact in this study was substantially 

lower as experienced in a vehicle-to-pedestrian impact, these functional properties were not 

validated but rather demonstrated viable materials. 

2.4 Current Devices and Patents 

 Jing Ma published a master’s thesis in 2012 called, “Back Protection Concept Design 

Research” [35]. The work focused on a physical ergonomic design to minimize the restriction on 

a person’s range of motion. The conceptual phase went through several stages of ideation. 

Initially he proposed a few designs that covered the entire back using hard shell plates and soft 

padding in different arrangements. After a shift in focus, the ideation process concentrated on 

positioning the design as close to the human body as possible and only along the spine. Possible 

materials were only mentioned, and the design was not fabricated beyond paper or foam 

models. Although Ma discussed many different configurations, all of them utilized a single 

impact absorbing material adhered to an undergarment. 
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 Countless patents have been filed covering many different designs and materials for 

protective devices. Jason Berns patented a spinal and back protecting system in 2004 [36].This 

system utilized an energy absorbing material in combination with a semi rigid support 

structure. The absorbing material was suggested to be two layers with the inner layer a low-

density foam and the outer a high-density foam. The rigid structure was a series of winged 

joints that allow the user to flex laterally, see Figure 2. Additionally, the segments were 

connected using circular discs that slid along score lines along the longitudinal axis. The winged 

design provided the user with sufficient lateral bending, but the joints restricted rotation and 

anterior bending of the spine. 

 

Figure 2: Spinal and back protecting system patented 2004 [36]. 

 Lino Dainese received a patent in 2005 for a back protecting device for motorcyclists, 

see Figure 3 [37]. The device included two sections of segmented plates and an inner layer of 

expanded foam. The user’s entire spine and part of the glutei were protected. The lower plate 

was connected to the upper plate at approximately the middle of the lumbar region using a 

pinned joint. The single joint provided lateral bending. The segments of each plate were slightly 
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overlapped to allow anterior bending. However, the device did not allow the user to rotate 

freely. 

 

Figure 3: Back protector for motorcyclists patented 2005 [37]. 

 Another device utilizing plates was patented by Giovanni Mazzarolo in 2008 [38]. The 

device consisted of a series of overlapping hinged plates stretching from the base of the cervical 

spine to the coccyx, see Figure 4. The hinges only allowed for anterior bending and not lateral 

bending or rotation. Furthermore, the material was specified as plastic and geared toward 

protection during sporting events rather than high energy vehicular impacts. 

 

Figure 4: Back protecting arrangement against bumps patented 2008 [38]. 

 Bowlus et al. patented a wearable spinal protective apparatus in 2011 [39]. The 

apparatus protected the entire cervical spine to the lumbosacral vertebrae. It was specifically 
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designed for high velocity activities and protected against hyperextension, spinal compression 

and blunt force trauma. It had two segments that were connected by a pinned joint, allowing 

lateral bending similar to Lino Dainese’s device, see Figure 5. The hinged segments contained a 

series of overlapping “Z” shaped plates. They allowed for anterior bending and prevented 

hyperextension. However, the design was intended to prevent the user’s back from rotating, 

limiting its degrees of freedom. 

 

Figure 5: Wearable spinal protective apparatus patented in 2011 [39]. 

 A multitude of patents for soft protective body armor were examined. The products 

were intended only for energy absorption and provided little to no rigid support. For example, 

Gavin Reay patented a flexible protective body armor for sports activities in 2012 [40]. The 

protective gear was a honeycomb like pattern or network of beam and spring elements to 

absorb direct impact. It was stated to be capable of forming to fit any part of the body. 

The two energy absorbing products mention in section 2.3 were found to be readily 

available in a usable pad form. The first pad, D3O Viper Pro Back Protector developed by D3O 

Lab, was a synthetic elastomeric polymer. The advantage of this material was its viscous and 

elastic material properties under deformation, which results in a time-dependent strain 

characteristic [41]. This pad is more specifically called a dilatant material, also known as a shear 
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thickening fluid [34]. Upon impact, a reaction occurs at a molecular level that locks the fluid 

particles together [41]. The rigidity of the material also extends past the impacted area because 

of this molecular reaction. The increase of area allows for a greater force attenuation. After 

impact, the particles separate, and the material returns to its free-flowing state. The innovative 

pad remains soft and flexible until impact and then returns to that state after the load is 

removed [42]. Open cell polyurethane foams also exhibit rate dependent characteristics [43]. 

The second product, PORON XRD B-Guard, is an extreme impact protecting foam 

designed by Rogers Corporation. This open cell polyurethane foam behaves similarly to dilatant 

materials. The open cell structure allows the pad to compress and dissipate the energy. The pad 

is stated to absorb 90% of the transferred energy [44]. After impact the foam returns to a 

flexible state and expands to its original thickness. 

The energy absorbing capability of back protective armor is tested to EN 1621 standards 

[45]. These standards cover motorcyclist’s protective clothing against mechanical impact at two 

levels. The test procedure involves dropping a 11 lb flat faced impactor, which strikes the 

material at 10 mph reaching an impact energy of 37 ft lb [45]. The material is resting on a 

hemispherical anvil with a radius of 1.97 inches [45]. The transmitted forces determine if the 

material is Level 1 or Level 2. PORON XRD B-Guard scored at Level 1, indicating the mean 

transmitted force was below 4,047 lb [44] with no single strike exceeding 5,395 lb. D3O Viper 

Pro scored a Level 2, indicating the mean transmitted force was below 2,023 lb [46] with no 

single strike exceeding 2,698 lb.  
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A similar type of impact absorbing material was present in most of the previously 

mentioned patents. The force attenuating qualities of these materials are required for all 

impact scenarios and will be included as a single component in this work. Research literature, a 

patent review, and an industry survey of existing devices confirmed a need for better 

pedestrian and pedalcyclist wearable protection against larger vehicles on the road. This thesis 

focuses on the development of a novel design for the rigid component and produces monitored 

test results from a real-world high-energy impact scenario to demonstrate the protective 

capability of a wearable back device.  
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Methods 

Complementary methods were applied throughout this work to complete the design, 

analysis, development, and test of an innovative safety device. These methods included 

analytical analysis, finite element analysis, and experimental testing. Tools used included three-

dimensional (3D) modeling, manufacturing, and data collection, which will be discussed in their 

respective sections. 

Analytical analyses were used throughout the entire project. First, theoretical impact 

force calculations were conducted using anthropometric data during concept development, 

shown in Appendix B. Next, structural analysis was used during the modeling phase. Simple 

beam calculations were completed using a simplified model of the device to support the 

material selection, see Appendix B. Analytical methods were also used during data analysis. 

Raw accelerometer data were collected during testing to better understand the impact scenario 

and determine the significance in placing different materials between the human model and 

the vehicle model, discussed and graphically displayed in section 4.2. No similar data nor 

analysis methods were found during research at the time of publication. This required a 

thorough inspection and understanding of the results through graphical analysis and 

comparison to concurrently captured video footage. Data were analyzed using several methods 

including calculating averages, trapezoidal approximation for area under a curve, and 

calculating vector magnitudes. 
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 The finite element method was employed during the product design phase using the 

computer program ANSYS Workbench. FEA allowed for a structural integrity evaluation of the 

device based on its material properties and geometry during the impact loading scenario. The 

proprietary material properties and complex nature of the impact absorbing pad limited the 

FEA model to only the rigid structure. A final analysis of the device demonstrated the expected 

stresses, strains, and deformations as a result of impact loading. A detailed evaluation will be 

discussed in the finite element modeling section 3.5. 

 Lastly, the experimental method included a pilot study and full scale drop testing. The 

pilot study applied a mock impact scenario to verify the data collection method and video 

capture arrangement. This study also established a baseline for several unknown variables and 

revealed the impact mechanics between the human model and vehicle model. Final drop tests 

were conducted at the target velocity of 20 mph to validate the completed device. 

3.2 Material Selection 

The proposed device was envisioned as a combination of a rigid exoskeletal structure 

and an impact absorbing material. The rigid structure was conceptualized as a series of 

specialized joints acting as an external Support Column to Allow Rotation and Anterior Bending 

of the Spine (ScarabSpine). The ScarabSpine was the primary focus of product development. 

However, a force attenuating element was required to act as a barrier between the human 

body and a rigid device. The ScarabSpine materials were selected as a high-grade aluminum 

alloy supported by stainless steel. The majority of material was aluminum to achieve minimal 

weight, but stainless steel was necessary because of its greater shear strength.  
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Rigid materials were selected to be light weight, corrosion resistant, machinable, 

affordable, and withstand high impact forces. For example, two suitable aluminums were 6061-

T6, for general purposes, and 7075-T651, a readily available higher-grade alloy with a slight 

increase in price. A general purpose 304 stainless steel was selected for affordability and 

superior shear strength. Ultimate tensile strength, machinability, and shear strength are 

compared in Table 3. A full table of material properties is provided in Appendix A. 7075 

aluminum was far superior to 6061 and was better suited for the required characteristics. In 

particular, 7075 demonstrated ultimate tensile and shear strengths that are respectively 1.8 

and 1.6 times stronger than 6061. These parameters were relevant during FEA because the 

material was able to withstand a higher stress without catastrophic failure. The higher 

machinability percentage was also an advantage during prototype fabrication. 

Table 3: Aluminum alloy and stainless steel material properties [9] [8] [7] [47]. 

 6061-T6 7075-T651 304 

Modulus of Elasticity (ksi) 10,000 10,400 29,000 

Ultimate Tensile Strength (psi) 45,000 83,000 97,000 

Machinability (%) 50 70 - 

Shear Strength (psi) 30,000 48,000 72,750 

 

The impact absorbing material was selected from the two advanced force attenuating 

pads discussed in section 2.4. Based off the EN 1621 standard, the D3O Viper Pro attenuated 

impact forces superior to the PORON XRD B-Guard and was selected as the impact absorbing 

element required for this work. 
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3.3 Concept Development 

After the selection of the D3O Viper Pro functional requirements were generated for the 

ScarabSpine and device as a whole. The Viper Pro attenuated impact forces on its own but 

could only act across the area of the back that was directly contacted by the vehicle. Therefore, 

the addition of the ScarabSpine extended the distribution of force up along the length of the 

user’s back. The large Viper Pro, which was designed for the 50% male, was pre-manufactured 

to 17.5 inches long and limited the length of the ScarabSpine. This design constraint limited the 

device to extending from the top of the thoracic region (T1) to approximately the middle of the 

lumbar region (L3), illustrated in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: Segment of male spine indicating placement of the ScarabSpine [48]. 

The selected range placed the hood of the vehicle directly in the center of the 

ScarabSpine. The lower half of the device would be in direct contact with the vehicle requiring 

only the top half to support the forces applied by the upper portion of the user’s body. 

Additionally, extension to the L3 vertebra simplified the ScarabSpine design because it ended 
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just before the body’s natural recurve at the hips. Ideal coverage would extend the device 

further down to include the coccyx and up to include the cervical spine. However, those 

extensions were beyond the scope of this first work. The design of the rigid structure prevented 

the patient’s thoracic spine from hyperextension, while a series of joints did not overly restrict 

anterior flexion, lateral movement, or rotation. The ScarabSpine would distribute the impact 

force up and the Viper Pro spread the force across the patient’s back. Additional functional 

requirements for the ScarabSpine included light weight, simple assembly, modular, detachable 

from Viper Pro, corrosion resistant, and ergonomic. 

 Having defined the protected region, initial force calculations were performed using 

anthropometric data. The assumed hood height was directly between the middle torso and 

upper torso regions. The corresponding segment weights were 24 lb and 41 lb, respectively, 

found in Table A.1 in the Appendix. Based on their respective segment lengths, the bottom half 

of the device supports the total impact force of the middle torso and the top half supports the 

total impact force of the upper torso, assuming the device covers the entire surface area of the 

respective segments. Having used a constant acceleration of 60.7 G’s from Equation B.2 and 

Newton’s second law, Equation B.3, the bottom half and top half received a constant 1,466 lb 

and 2,487 lb, respectively. The largest calculated force set the limit for allowable average force 

and acceleration transmitted by the device. Peak accelerations for the chest region were found 

in literature to not exceed 85 G’s for a time interval longer than 3 ms [3]. A list of detailed 

specifications was developed for the ScarabSpine, D3O Viper Pro, and total device, see Table 4. 
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Table 4: Specifications for ScarabSpine, Viper Pro, and Total Device. 

No. Specification ScarabSpine D3O Viper Pro [46] Total Device 

1 Weight ≤ 3 lb 1 lb ≤ 4 lb 

2 Length ≤ 17.5 in 17.5 in ≤ 17.5 in 

3 Width ≤ 6 in 10.8 in ≤ 10.8 in 

4 Thickness ≤ 1 in 0.7 in < 1.75 in 

5 
Posterior Static 

Extension 
≤ 0.25 in Not Restricted ≤ 0.25 in 

6 
Posterior Dynamic 

Extension 
≤ 1.6 in Not Restricted ≤ 1.6 in 

7 Anterior Flexion > 45° +/- 5° Not Restricted > 45° +/- 5° 

8 Rotation > 180° +/- 5° Not Restricted > 180° +/- 5° 

9 
Transmitted Average 

Force 
- - < 2,500 lb 

10 
Transmitted Average 

Acceleration 
- - < 60 G’s 

11 
Peak Acceleration 

Time Interval 
- - < 3 ms 

 

The weight of the total device was baselined from current products on the market. A 

high-end airbag jacket for motorcyclists contains an impact absorbing pad and inflation system 

that has a weight of approximately 3.3 lb [49]. With this starting point, the target maximum 

weight was set at 4 lb limiting the ScarabSpine’s metallic components to only 3 lb. 

The length of the ScarabSpine was limited by the length of the Viper Pro resulting in a 

maximum dimension of 17.5 inches. Likewise, the width of the ScarabSpine was constrained to 

6 inches due to the smallest width of the Viper Pro, not including the tapered edges of the pad, 

see Figure 7. The combined thickness of the pad and metal segments was selected as less than 

1.75 inches providing more than 1 inch for the ScarabSpine, in other words the device will not 

protrude from the user’s back further than 1.75 inches. This dimension was determined during 

the design phase because it was highly dependent on the metal’s material properties. 
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Figure 7: Usable dimensions for the Viper Pro pad. 

The permitted movement between the ScarabSpine’s segments controlled how far the 

user could bend backward (posterior extension), bend forward (anterior flexion), or rotate 

about the vertical axis. Posterior extension was measured without a load (static) and with a 

load (dynamic). A maximum posterior static extension of 0.25 inches over the entire length of 

the ScarabSpine was designated to account for manufacturing tolerances and clearances 

between segments, see Figure 8. This posterior extension is equivalent to an angle less than 1 

degree. 

 

Figure 8: ScarabSpine static extension. 
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A posterior dynamic extension, or deflection under impact, was selected based on the 

allowable range of motion of the human spine. Maximum deflection between two thoracic 

vertebrae was, on average, approximately 1.5 degrees [50] [51]. The hood of the vehicle 

approximately impacts the T8 vertebra resulting in a deflection of 10.5 degrees, due to 7 

intervertebral discs, from the highest point of impact, i.e. hood height. On the other hand, 

anterior flexion was highly desirable to allow forward bending. 

The thoracic spine provided approximately 20 degrees of bend, and the upper portion of 

the lumbar spine approximately 25 degrees [51]. Therefore, the total permitted anterior 

bending was 45 degrees. The novelty of this design was from the unrestricted rotation of the 

user. The total device was to allow 180 degrees of rotation about the vertical axis, 90 degrees 

from center in either direction of rotation.  To accomplish the selected range of motion and 

other functional requirements, the ScarabSpine incorporated unique geometry and complex 

joint design. 

The general shape of the ScarabSpine was a triangular column. This geometry provided 

a large wide flat surface to sit flush against the Viper Pro pad while maintaining the 1 inch thick 

constraint, unlike for example a circular column. Additionally, a triangular cross section was 

selected because it requires less material than a rectangular cross section without 

compromising structural integrity of the column. Simple cantilever beam calculations 

comparing deflections for each cross section are provided in Appendix B. The shape minimized 

weight and maximized the impact surface by effectively halving the area while keeping the full 

cross-sectional width, illustrated in Figure 9. The figure also shows rounded corners to eliminate 

sharp edges with the potential to puncture the user or Viper Pro pad during impact. 
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Figure 9: Approximate area reduction between a rectangle and triangle. 

The column was divided into segments to satisfy the modular aspect and provide 

mobility. Joints were expected to have 360-degree rotational freedom about the vertical axis. 

This was accomplished using a ball in socket model. A ball stud protruded from one segment 

and rested in a spherical pocket provided by the adjacent segment, illustrated in section 3.4. 

Appropriate clearance in the joint allowed free rotation between segments, discussed further in 

the next section. This design required two parts to each segment, not including the ball stud. 

There was the base, which contained the bulk of the material, and the base cap. Each part 

supplied a half sphere and groove to contain the ball stud’s shaft and spherical end. The cap 

was secured using two screws providing easy assembly. 

Finally, flexion and extension were limited by the groove’s geometry. The base’s groove 

was angled to allow anterior flexion between each segment. Conversely, the base cap’s groove 

was straight to prevent hyperextension of the spine. These details were the foundation for the 

ScarabSpine design. 

3.4 ScarabSpine Design and CAD 

The ScarabSpine concept had a general shape but lacked dimensions. An initial length, 

width, and thickness, for the triangular column were selected as 16 inches, 3 inches, and 1 inch, 

respectively, see Figure 10. A length of 16 inches provided 0.75 inches of clearance on either 
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end when placed at the center of the Viper Pro pad. This clearance reduced the probability of 

the metallic components contacting the user during impact. The width of the device was 

designed to activate the largest possible surface area of the Viper Pro during impact without 

adding excess weight. Additionally, maximizing the width ensured the impact forces were 

spread across the largest possible width of the user’s back. For example, if it were thinner than 

that of the average lumbar vertebrae, which was researched to be on average 1.87 ± 0.20 

inches [24], it is possible that the total transmitted impact force could be directed into the 

user’s spine causing catastrophic damage. Finally, the thickness and ball stud dimensions were 

determined concurrently. 

 

Figure 10: Length and width of ScarabSpine relative to Viper Pro pad. 

 The ball stud shaft diameter was designed to be as large as possible based on its 

expectation as a high stress member. It was the only connection between segments and would 

experience extremely high shear forces. The shaft diameter was chosen as 0.45 inches and 
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designed from 304 stainless steel. Supporting calculations in Appendix B show the developed 

shear force across a circular cross section with the selected diameter would exceed the shear 

strength of aluminum but not the ultimate shear strength of 304 stainless. Extending from the 

shaft was a spherical end with a diameter of 0.625 inches. A segment thickness of 1 inch 

provided an aluminum wall thickness of 0.188 inches that fully enclosed the ball joint. The shaft 

diameter and length were highly dependent on the number of segments. Before determining 

the division of segments, simplified beam calculations were performed to support the geometry 

and material of the column. 

Structural analysis was performed using a cantilever beam model supporting a 

concentrated load at the end, see Figure 11. The application of this model to the structural 

design of the ScarabSpine provided a preliminary analysis based off the beam’s cross section, 

material properties, length, and applied force. The method of solving this base model was 

modified to incorporate impact loading and allow calculation of a maximum dynamic 

deflection. The impact scenario was evaluated assuming the pedestrian was dropped from a 

height resulting in a 20 mph impact. In a drop test model, this was equivalent to releasing the 

object from approximately 160” above the target, see Appendix B.  

 

Figure 11: (a) Cantilever beam diagram with concentrated load and (b) cross-sectional area. 
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The maximum deflection was then obtained by equating the potential energy loss of the 

pedestrian to the maximum strain energy absorbed by the beam. This equation was applicable 

through the principle of Conservation of Energy as developed in the Mechanics of Materials (7th 

Edition) textbook [52]. The strain energy method was an over approximation for impact 

conditions because of its many assumptions. Assumptions included the beam responded with a 

linear elastic behavior, its shape during deflection was the same regardless of dynamic or static 

loading, and there were no energy losses [52]. These were noted for comparison with the 

simulated environment during FEA. For example, during finite element modeling it was 

recognized that the deflection shape was different for uniformly applied static loading versus 

dynamic loading. This reaction was due to the rigid fixation method of a cantilever beam model 

and was circumvented by selecting a concentrated point load rather than a uniformly 

distributed load. The disregard of energy loss was also a large simplification because a 

pedestrian impact has appreciable energy loss from the body’s compression. This simplified 

approximation method revealed a worst-case maximum deflection and maximum impact force. 

Calculation of the maximum deflection and impact force required the column’s cross-

sectional moment of inertia. This was found by generating the column in SolidWorks™. The first 

part was a triangular aluminum column of 8 inches in length with a 0.45 inch diameter hole 

extruded through its center. Then, a 0.45 inch diameter stainless steel rod of equal length was 

created and placed into an assembly with the aluminum column, see Figure 12. These parts 

were 8 inches long to satisfy the designed length to extend above the vehicle’s hood and 

support the pedestrian’s chest region. SolidWorks™ revealed the cross-sectional moment of 

inertia for both parts with respect to the centroid. The maximum deflection and maximum 
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impact force were calculated to be 0.934 inches and 7,070 lb, respectively. Full calculations are 

shown in Appendix B, and resulting values were used to support the ANSYS model in the FEA 

section. The deflection was below the specified dynamic extension by 0.66 inches and 

adequately supported the column’s design before applying the joints. 

 

Figure 12: Triangular aluminum column and SS rod assembly for cantilever beam calculations. 

 The full column was divided into 10 segment assemblies utilizing 9 ball and socket joints. 

Figure 13 shows the complete ScarabSpine model attached to the Viper Pro pad in different 

orientations. There was a total of three unique segment assemblies with the middle eight being 

identical. Each joint provided 10 degrees of forward bending for a total of 90 degrees (Figure 

13c). 

 

Figure 13: ScarabSpine and Viper Pro models in (a) straight, (b) natural spine, and (c) maximum 
forward bend forms. 
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The natural resting curvature of the upper thoracic spine matches the ScarabSpine with 

the top three joints all angled at 10 degrees (Figure 13b). In this form, Figure 14 shows its 

placement on a human model. 

 

Figure 14: ScarabSpine and Viper Pro model in natural spine form on pedestrian. 

The complete ScarabSpine model consisted of five unique parts and one unique socket 

head cap screw. Parts included one top segment, eight middle segment bases, one bottom 

segment base, nine base caps, and nine ball studs. Two screws were required to assemble each 

joint resulting in a quantity of 18 components. The top segment did not require any screws 

because it was the first part and was designed from a single block of aluminum. The top 

segment assembly and parts are shown in Figure 15. Large slots were cut into the top segment 

(Figure 15a) to remove the maximum amount of material without compromising structural 

integrity. This operation was also applied to the middle and bottom segments. A flat bottom 

blind hole was placed at the column’s thickness center and connected to the shank of the ball 

stud using an interference fit. Allowance for this fit was selected as a Class FN 5 force fit 
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specified by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) [53]. This class is suitable for high 

stressed parts [53] and will prevent the assembly from failing during high loads and torques. 

The depth of the hole was design as greater than 1.25 times the diameter of the shaft. To 

ensure adequate interference and hole depth, the radial interference pressure and coefficient 

of friction were used to calculate the axial force required to remove the shaft. The pull force 

was calculated to be more than twice the previously calculated impact force indicating the 

probability of the shaft being pulled from the segments during the high impact force scenario 

was minimal. The ball stud protruded from the bottom of the segment into the first of the 

middle segment assemblies. 

 

Figure 15: SolidWorks™ models of (a) top segment, (b) ball stud, and (c) top segment assembly. 

 The middle segment assemblies included the middle segment base, base cap, ball stud, 

and two screws. The base, base cap, and full assembly are shown in Figure 16. The middle 

segment base (Figure 16a) was designed similarly to the top segment but included a step that 

housed the ball stud. The base cap (Figure 16b) enclosed the ball and socket joint and was fixed 

using two ¼-28 stainless steel screws. The middle segment base provided two counter bores for 

screw placement. The ball stud and slot allowances were selected as a clearance Class 2 free fit 
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specified by ANSI. This fit allowed the joint to rotate freely and compensate for minor 

misalignments.  

 

Figure 16: SolidWorks™ models of (a) middle segment base, (b) base cap, and (c) middle 
segment assembly. 

 

The center of the sphere was placed at the center of the base’s width and thickness and 

0.5 inches from the top. As a result, the shaft extended approximately 5/16 of an inch into the 

socket before reaching the spherical void. The material thickness was designed to provide 

sufficient pull strength of the socket while minimizing the overall segment length. Strength of 

the ball socket was determined using FEA and is discussed in section 3.5. The depth of the hole 

for the ball stud shank and the placement of the spherical slot defined the base’s length at a 

minimum of 1.5 inches. The base cap was also designed to extend above the segment base by 

1/8 of an inch, seen in Figure 16c. This prevented the segments from contacting each other 

while bending forward. Figure 17 shows a closer view of the joint bent at 10 degrees. Eight of 

these middle segment assemblies were connected in series until reaching the bottom segment 

assembly. 
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Figure 17: Closeup of joint angled at 10 degrees. 

 The bottom segment base was almost identical to the middle segment base. It differed 

by lacking the bottom hole for a ball stud shaft. Figure 18a shows the bottom segment base 

with the front visible and from the back view to show the counter bore holes. The lower two 

slots extended closer to the center to remove additional material.  

 

Figure 18: SolidWorks models of (a) bottom segment base and (b) bottom segment assembly. 

The total length of the ScarabSpine was 16.125 inches, which included ten 1.5 inch base 

segments and nine 0.125 inch joint gaps. A final design element was added to fasten the 

ScarabSpine to the Viper Pro pad. This was accomplished by drilling two small vertical through 
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holes on the tips of the triangular column allowing the ScarabSpine to be sewn to the pad with 

high tensile string. 

3.5 Finite Element Analysis 

3.5.1 First Order FEA 

 The finite element method was used to evaluated two different models. The first model 

involved the solid beam shown previously in Figure 12. The second model was a complete 

assembly of the ScarabSpine with applied forces based on anthropometric data. The first model 

was simulated to compare hand calculations with the ANSYS Workbench analysis. 

 The first step was to select the analysis system. A previous work, found during research, 

used a “Transient Structural” model to simulate a similar simplified impact scenario. The model 

allowed forces to be applied with respect to time and was accepted for this early work. Next, 

material properties for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy and 304 stainless steel were added to the 

Engineering Data library. The model geometry was imported from a saved Parasolid file 

generated by SolidWorks™. Once imported, the model setup was edited to reflect similar 

assumptions during hand calculation. Figure 19 shows the bottom of the column labeled “A” 

was held fixed, the outer face of the column labeled “B” was restrained from moving in the “x” 

direction, and a weight of 20.5 lb was placed at the end of the beam at “C”. 
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Figure 19: ANSYS setup for solid column FEA. 

 The energy of a falling mass was applied by adding an initial condition to the beam. This 

condition was an initial velocity of -352 in/s (-20 mph) along the y-axis. Hand calculation 

conditions specified that the beam was assumed to remain within the linear elastic range. 

Therefore, nonlinear effects for each material and the large deflection solver were turned off. 

Not all assumptions during hand calculations were repeatable in ANSYS Workbench. For 

example, the change in potential energy of the column could not be ignored and stresses in the 

column were not defined as uniform throughout the beam. These differences were not 

accountable due to the over simplification for hand calculations and the complex modeling 

capabilities of the software. 

The results from ANSYS yielded a maximum deflection of 0.941 inches in the y-axis, only 

a 0.75% difference from hand calculations. This deflection occurred after 4.1 ms with a 

resolution of 0.1 ms. This time point also revealed a maximum reaction force of 6,578 lb. Direct 

comparison with a hand calculated load of 7,070 lb resulted in approximately 7% difference. A 

less than 10% difference was encouraging because several assumptions during hand 

calculations could not be replicated in the FEA model. 
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The y-axis component of the average reaction force on the fixed face was also 

measured. This force represents the constant impact force required to reach the same results 

with a constant acceleration. The resulting force was 4,960 lb. Newton’s second law was then 

used to calculate the duration of this force resulting in a time of 3.9 ms. The percent difference 

between measured and calculated times was less than 5% and supports the use of an applied 

constant force. 

Additionally, the constant point force was converted into a distributed force, using 

Equation B.19, and applied to the same FEA model for 4.1 ms (Figure 20). The resulting 

maximum deflection from a constant load of 9,920 lb acting only in the “y” direction was    

0.941 inches, identical to the results from applying an initial velocity. The application of a 

distributed force was accepted and will be applied to the ScarabSpine model in the next 

section. Prior to simulating the full system, the ball socket was analyzed for axial pull strength. 

 

Figure 20: ANSYS setup for solid column FEA with constant distributed force. 
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A simplified model of the aluminum base and stainless steel ball stud assembly was 

placed into ANSYS Workbench. The static structural solver was selected to demonstrate the 

stability of the joint during an axially applied load. A fixed support labeled “A” was applied to an 

outside face of the aluminum base, and an axial force of 5,000 lb at “B” was set to pull on the 

ball stud shaft, see Figure 21a. The applied force was approximately half the calculated normal 

force. This load level was beyond the expected axial force because the majority of impact force 

will remain normal to the impacting face. Only a minimal amount of force could be transmitted 

to the z-axis during deflection. The resulting equivalent stress within the assembly did not 

exceed 35,000 psi, illustrated in Figure 21b. This value was below the tensile yield strength for 

both materials and supported the ball socket design. The final simulation required to justify the 

full ScarabSpine design was modeled using a transient structural formulation to facilitate the 

applied impact time. 

 

Figure 21: Ball stud pull strength FEA. 

3.5.2 Transient FEA 

 The ANSYS setup parameters for the ScarabSpine simulation required alterations to 

accommodate a 15 ms impact time. A rectangular block was added to the assembly as a mock 

user. This block represented a mass undergoing a change in momentum in the specified time. It 
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provided a distributed force across the ScarabSpine that represented the mass area of the user 

covered by the Viper Pro. The total chest area was approximated as 132 in2 using 

anthropometric data [5]. With a weight of 41 lb, the weight per unit area was calculated to be 

0.311 psi. The upper half of the Viper Pro was measured to cover 65.6 in2 resulting in a weight 

of 20.4 lb. 

A transient structural model was selected in ANSYS Workbench to analyze the 

ScarabSpine. As before, the ScarabSpine geometry was saved as a Parasolid file from 

SolidWorks™ and imported into ANSYS. 304 stainless steel and 7075-T6 material properties 

were applied to their respective parts. To simplify the model, the lower four segments, ball 

studs, and all screws were suppressed. The mock user block exactly matched the impact surface 

on the remaining six segments and was designated the material properties of polyethylene 

plastic, see Figure 22. This selection dimensionally stabilized the 1 inch thick block without 

supplying significant rigidity. The block thickness was selected to be smaller than a person’s 

thoracic vertebral body, which ranges between 1.25 inches and 1.75 inches [24]. The density of 

the block was changed to exactly place a weight of 20.4 lb across the top five segments. 
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Figure 22: ScarabSpine transient FEA geometry. 

Contacts between parts were selected based on assembly method and solution 

convergence. The segment bases were defined as “bonded” to their base caps, and the ball 

stud shafts were “bonded” to their aluminum base segments. A “no separation” contact was 

applied to all ball in socket joints and at the surfaces between each aluminum segment. These 

contact types aided in the convergence of a solution by allowing the software to treat the 

contact zones as linear. The most notable difference between these contacts is “bonded” 

surfaces are treated as adhered to each other and “no separation” surfaces are granted 

frictionless sliding without separation. The “bonded” contact was also applied between the 

bottom aluminum segment and the mock user block. The last type of contact used was called 

“frictionless”. It defined the surfaces between the top five segments and the mock user to 

prevent the block from adding additional rigidity to the system. 
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Displacement constraints and velocity conditions were also applied to the system. 

Several faces were limited to traveling only in the y-z plane to prevent rotation about the z-axis. 

The bottom segment was selected to travel in the y-axis from 0 to 352 in/s in 15 ms. This 

motion applied the weight of the mock user across the ScarabSpine as it accelerated to 20 mph 

in the designated impact time. The displacement constraints and applied velocity are illustrated 

in Figure 23. 

 

Figure 23: Transient Structural FEA setup for ScarabSpine model. 

 Unlike prior hand calculation comparison simulations, nonlinear effects for the material 

properties and large deflection were turned on. This provided realistic stress development 

throughout the beam and resulted in the most accurate deflection evaluation.  

3.6 Experimental Testing 

The ScarabSpine was fabricated to all specifications and functioned as expected 

compared to the SolidWorks™ model. The completed assembly was prepared for experimental 

testing, see Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: ScarabSpine assembly with ball sockets exposed, base caps installed, and sewn to 
Viper Pro pad. 

 

Testing of the complete assembly was conducted in three phases. First, the device’s 

range of motion was evaluated through physical manipulation. Second, a pilot study was 

developed to generate a baseline for the collected data and further clarify the impact scenario. 

The final phase was a full scale drop test to validate the ScarabSpine and Viper Pro’s 

capabilities. An 80 lb professional punching bag was used to model a pedestrian in the second 

and third phases. 

Flexibility of the device included rotation, anterior flexion, and posterior extension. 

Figure 25 demonstrates the device during these three tests. The ball and socket joints provided 

more than 90 degrees rotation to both the left and right. Anterior bending of at least 45 

degrees was achieved as shown in Figure 25b. Finally, static extension was measured to be     

0.2 inches, which was below the specified ¼ of an inch. Total measured weight was 3.75 lb. 
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Figure 25: ScarabSpine and Viper Pro ROM during (a) rotation, (b) anterior flexion, and (c) 
posterior extension. 

 

Phase two involved impact testing between the punching bag and a truck grill model 

constructed from wood. The pilot study validated the selected data collection methods by 

consistently generating comparable results under the same impact conditions. The selected 

testbed was critical for recording consistent data and was provided by Packaging Compliance 

Labs, LLC (Figure 26) [54]. 

An industrial grade pneumatically inclined sled (Figure 26a), manufactured by L.A.B. 

Equipment, Inc., was used to ensure a consistent impact velocity of 6.5 mph. The bag was 

placed on the sled and supported on either side using wooden struts. These supports only 

prevented the bag from tilting to either side. The sled was then lifted to a maximum angle of 10 

degrees. A strap was tethered to the center of the bag allowing it to tilt to the same angle as 

the sled without falling forward, see Figure 26b. Upon release, the setup traveled down the 

ramp and impacted the grill model, which was fastened to a backboard that was perpendicular 

to the sled. The grill was oriented so that approximately 10 inches of the bag extended above 
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its top edge. This overhanging segment weighed approximately 20 lb and simulated the portion 

of the pedestrian that would be protected by the Viper Pro pad as previously discussed in the 

FEA section 3.5. 

 

Figure 26: Pilot study testbed (a) sled and (b) setup. 

The impact was evaluated using video photography and accelerometer data. A high-

speed camera and high-resolution cell phone recorded each test for comparison. A total of 

three accelerometers were placed on the punching bag. Two of the sensors were identical and 

capable of capturing accelerations up to 200 G’s. These began recording at the moment of 

impact.  

The third sensor was part of a 10 degrees of freedom breakout board and only capable 

of measuring accelerations up to 15 G’s. This sensor and its accompanying components were 

used to measure the bag’s orientation and acceleration. Data from the breakout board was only 

collected before the sled was released and up to 750 ms into its descent. One high-G sensor 

and the breakout board were placed below the top edge of the grill. The remaining sensor was 
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placed above the top edge. All sensors were located on the opposite side of the bag from the 

impacting face. An image of the sensors attached to the bag is provided below. 

 

Figure 27: Sensor placement on punching bag. 

The pilot study consisted of five different tests that were each run twice. The first test 

was only the punching bag and established a reference for an unprotected pedestrian. For the 

second test, a plank of wood was attached to the front of the bag and impacted the grill first. 

The board was 3/8 of an inch thick by 3 inches wide by 16 inches long and expected to fail 

under this impact scenario. The third test replaced the wood plank with a ¼ of an inch thick 

6061 aluminum alloy plate. The material properties and geometry of the metallic plate were 

expected to withstand the impact forces without surpassing the elastic region. The fourth test 

utilized the same aluminum plate with the addition of an impact absorbing pad. The PORON 

XRD pad was placed between the aluminum plate and punching bag. This test produced data 

for direct comparison to test number three and was expected to reveal a significant decrease of 

impact forces. The fifth test was performed using the ScarabSpine and Viper Pro device. This 
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final test was a preliminary assessment of the device’s strength under impact. All results were 

evaluated and revealed consistent data between the two runs of each of the five tests. The 

results supported proceeding to testing at full target velocity. 

Phase three was conducted at GVSU by constructing a drop test in a design bay with    

30 ft ceilings. This test was designed to validate the ScarabSpine at the target impact velocity of 

20 mph. Drop tests using only the bag, the bag and aluminum plate, and the bag and aluminum 

plate with the PORON XRD pad were completed before testing the ScarabSpine device. These 

initial tests were evaluated to ensure the sensors were capable of collecting the developed 

accelerations. Finally, the ScarabSpine and Viper Pro device was attached to the bag and 

dropped from 160 inches above the wooden grill. 

Suspending the human model was achieved by fastening an eye bolt to an I-beam 

(Figure 28a) and placing it on the second floor balcony (Figure 28b) of the Keller Engineering 

Labs at GVSU. A long strap was run through the eye bolt and attached to a U-joint. Straps were 

attached to the bag and tied to a ring suspended above the bag’s center of mass. A pin was slid 

through one side of the U joint into the ring and out the other side of the U joint (Figure 28c). 

The strap was then used to hoist the bag to the appropriate height. Quick removal of the pin 

released the bag initiating the drop test. The full test setup is depicted in Figure 28d. A forklift 

was used to secure the wood grill on the floor. Data was collected for a total of six tests. The 

three initial unique tests were performed first followed by three consecutive tests of the 

ScarabSpine. 
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Figure 28: Drop test setup (a) eye bolt and I-beam, (b) hoisting strap, (c) quick disconnect, and 
(d) full setup. 

 

3.7 Data Acquisition and Analysis 

 A total of three accelerometers and two video cameras were used to document each 

test. The sensors were driven by a single Arduino Mega microcontroller (Figure 29), which also 

recorded their measurements. All hardware specifications are provided in Appendix C. Of the 

three sensors, there were two unique models. The first was part of an Adafruit 10 degrees of 

freedom breakout board. 
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Figure 29: Arduino Mega wiring to sensors and LED. 

 The full breakout board included three devices, see Figure 30. The first was an 

accelerometer and magnetometer with model number LSM303DLHC. The second device was a 

gyroscope with model number L3GD20. The final device was a barometer with model number 

with BMP180. The accelerometer was only capable of measuring values from -15 G’s to +15 G’s. 

It was also limited to a sample rate of 200 Hz, i.e. 1 reading per 5 ms. The breakout board was 

placed on the punching bag to record its initial orientation and accelerations leading up to the 

impact. Orientation of the sensor was checked in real time before continuing with any test. The 

low sample rate and limited range required an additional sensor to capture the accelerations 

during physical contact. 
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Figure 30: Adafruit 10 DOF breakout board. 

 The second sensor used to monitor the impact scenario was an Adafruit 3-axis high-G 

analog accelerometer with model number ADXL377, see Figure 31. It was rated for 

accelerations ranging from -200 G’s to +200 G’s. The Arduino Mega collected and recorded 

measurements from this sensor at 2,000 Hz. This rate produced a minimum of thirty samples in 

a 15 ms time span, effectively capturing the accelerations developed during impact. The 

Arduino was also wired with a red LED to indicate the moment recording began. 

 

Figure 31: Adafruit ADXL377 accelerometer. 
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 Illumination of the LED allowed video footage of individual tests to be paired with their 

respective acceleration data. Each test was filmed with a high-speed camera and iPhone with 

slow motion capabilities. The high-speed camera captured footage at 420 frames per second. 

This rate documented the motion of the human model with a time step of 2.38 ms, over six 

times faster than the assumed impact time. The high-speed camera was over 10 years old, 

which affected its capturing quality. Therefore, additional video was collected with the iPhone 

at 240 frames per second. This higher resolution footage supported the high-speed camera and 

clearly showed the illumination of the LED indicator. 

 The pilot study impact data was analyzed first. Accelerations for all three axes and the 

instantaneous time of each reading was recorded for the sensors below and above the top edge 

of the grill. The developed Arduino code to record this event is provided in Appendix C. The 

data for each test was imported into Microsoft Excel for evaluation. The vector magnitude of all 

three axes was calculated for each time point. In several cases the snapping of the restraining 

tape created noise in the x-axis. This interference and any additional noise within the cables 

contributed to a calculated percent error. 

The video footage was linked up with the data to estimate the actual impact time for 

the model’s velocity to reach zero, the point just before rebounding. The approximated time 

was used as a starting point to find the measured time and average acceleration. The measured 

time was found by calculating the area under the acceleration versus time curve. This area 

represented the change in velocity and was approximated using the trapezoidal rule numerical 

integration method. In this case, the velocity was directionless due to initially calculating the 

magnitude of the acceleration and resulted in an approximation using the scalar value of speed. 
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The time taken to reach a speed of zero was when the change in speed equaled the testbed’s 

calibrated impact velocity of 6.5 mph. This impact velocity neglected air resistance and was 

assumed based off the testbed’s geometry. The average and peak accelerations for this time 

interval were recorded for comparison. 

The pilot study also provided measurements necessary to understand the properties of 

the punching bag and added protective plates for the complete impact scenario. The total 

impact time was graphically determined using Microsoft Excel. The lower sensor impact time 

was assumed complete once the z-axis values dropped below 1 G for longer than 10 ms. The 

complete impact time for the upper sensor was considerably more complex and was 

determined for individual tests. In general, the impacts were completed between 55 ms and   

60 ms because of an extended “whiplash” effect. However, the sled also impacted the backstop 

around the same time generating an excessive amount of noise. Once the times were selected, 

the area under the curve method was used a second time to find the total change in speed. 

The complete change in speed for each test configuration was used to calculate an 

acting rebound coefficient. The resulting value for each test was not a traditional coefficient of 

restitution because the direction of acceleration for each component was lost by calculating the 

vector magnitude. Manipulating the equation for the coefficient of restitution resulted in an 

equation for the rebound coefficient, see Equation B.20. This rebound coefficient was relatable 

to the final drop tests and was used to calculate a theoretical average acceleration for each 

configuration, including the ScarabSpine. 
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Evaluation of the drop test data was also completed using Excel. All acceleration values 

and time stamps were imported and graphed. The full vector magnitude for each time step was 

calculated and used for area approximation. The video footage and trapezoidal rule method 

were used again to approximate the impact time for each test to reach the pre-rebound pause, 

a change in speed of 20 mph. As before, the initial impact velocity neglected air resistance and 

was based off initial drop height calculations. The average acceleration for this time interval 

was calculated and compared across all drop tests. The average acceleration for the total 

impact time was also calculated and compared to theoretical values calculated using the pilot 

study acting rebound coefficients for respective tested configurations.   
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4 Results and Discussion 

4.1 Transient FEA 

Finite element analysis of the ScarabSpine system provided initial support for its 

geometrical design and material selection. The first demonstration of its strength was 

quantified through deflection. In the allotted 15 ms the bottom segment traveled 2.64 inches, 

see Figure 32. The maximum deflection between the top and bottom segment was found to be 

1.13 inches. This deflection was well within the previously specified dynamic range. 

 

Figure 32: Distance travelled by the bottom aluminum segment. 

The maximum equivalent stress developed within the ScarabSpine remained below the 

ultimate tensile strength of both materials, see Figure 33. This stress was larger than the yield 

strength indicating the materials will plastically deform but should not fail. Additionally, the 
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point of maximum stress occurred at a sharp edge which is indicative of a singularity and could 

be alleviated by adding fillets. 

 

Figure 33: Maximum equivalent stress in ScarabSpine FEA. 

The ball studs were identified as the most critical failure point being the only connection 

between segments. They experienced a maximum equivalent stress of 79,244 psi (Figure 34) 

resulting in a minimum safety factor of 1.22 with respect to the ultimate tensile strength of 304 

stainless steel. Based on this analysis the ScarabSpine would deform with a deflection within 

specification without catastrophic failure. The results supported the material selection and 

geometrical design of the ScarabSpine and lead to the testing of a prototype. 

 

Figure 34: Maximum equivalent stress in ball studs during ScarabSpine FEA. 
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4.2 Pilot Study 

 The pilot study was divided into two rounds. Both rounds included a single test for the 

following human model configurations: model only, model with wooden plank, model with 

aluminum plate, model with aluminum plate and PORON XRD pad, and model with ScarabSpine 

and Viper Pro pad. 

4.2.1 Human Model Only 

The first and base test was the solitary human model shown in Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35: Pilot study human model configuration setup. 

The configuration was released from the depicted position and acceleration 

measurements were recorded during the impact. Lower sensor accelerometer measurements 

for both rounds of human model testing are graphically displayed in Figure 36. 
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Figure 36: Pilot study lower sensor acceleration measurements for human model. 

 The z-axis was the largest contributing component because it was aligned with the 

direction of travel. The sharp peaks appearing in both graphs between 42 ms and 52 ms 

indicated the breaking of the restraining tape. In both rounds the rebound of the lower sensor 

was completed before the induced noise. Additional notable interference was recognized 

beginning around 57 ms in round 1 and 59 ms in round 2. This was due to the sled impacting 

the backstop of the testbed and was apparent in all pilot study tests. 

The upper sensor also captured both interfering events. Due to a longer impact time, 

the sensor did not complete a rebound cycle until after the tape snapped. The developed 

accelerations resembled a whiplash affect and are graphically displayed in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37: Pilot study upper sensor acceleration measurements for human model. 

 The lack of support for the top portion of the human model allowed the upper segment 

to fold over the top edge of the impacting grill (Figure 38). The upper sensor came to a stop, 

indicated by the prolonged nearly zero or slightly positive z-axis measurements, and then 

continued to accelerate in the positive direction. The restraining tape may have slightly 

prolonged the upper sensor’s rebound. This model reflects the accelerations for an 

unsupported upper segment for the purposes of this pilot study. 
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Figure 38: Unsupported upper segment of human model folding on top of wooden grill. 

The instantaneous vector magnitudes were calculated for both sensors using all three 

components to account for misalignments during setup. The resulting graphs are illustrated 

below. 

 

Figure 39: Pilot study vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model testing. 
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 The lower segment’s average times to reach zero speed and total rebound were 19 ms 

and 31 ms, respectively. Change in velocity in the z-axis was graphed to illustrate these times 

from the assumed initial impact of 6.5 mph (114 in/s), see Figure 40. The average of 

instantaneous acceleration magnitudes for these time periods were calculated to be 15.5 G’s 

and 13.5 G’s, respectively. The resulting lower segment rebound coefficient for both rounds 

equaled 0.43, as calculated using the process discussed in section 3.7. The upper sensor 

recorded appreciably longer impact times and smaller average accelerations. 

 

Figure 40: Pilot study instantaneous velocity of the lower segment. 

The average measured time for the upper segment to reach the pre-rebound pause was 

27 ms and the impact was complete by approximately 60 ms. The velocity response of the 

upper segment shows it reaching a zero velocity around the same time the lower segment has 

rebounded, see Figure 41. The average acceleration for each time interval was 10.7 G’s and    

7.8 G’s, respectively. The average rebound coefficient was 0.61. Individual measurements and 

calculated values for each round are provided in Table 5 and in the Appendix.  
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Figure 41: Pilot study instantaneous velocity of the upper segment. 

Table 5: Pilot study human model only results. 

 Round 
Impact Time (ms) Rebound 

Coefficient 

Average G's Peak G's 

 V->0 Total V->0 Total Excluding Tape 

Lower 
Segment 

1 19.9 31.3 0.43 14.6 13.1 28.0 

2 18.0 30.3 0.43 16.4 13.8 28.4 

Upper 
Segment 

1 27.0 59.9 0.61 10.8 7.9 19.6 

2 27.5 60.9 0.60 10.6 7.7 20.5 

 

The large discrepancy between upper and lower segment accelerations was attributed 

to the absence of support for the upper portion of the human model. The reaction 

demonstrated the hyperextension motion this research was determined to prevent. Ideal 

results would lower the average acceleration making the upper and lower segments 

comparable. Similar upper and lower readings would also indicate minimal deflection between 

the two segments. A wooden plank was the first material added to the human model to record 

its effect on the system. 
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4.2.2 Human Model with Wood Plank 

 The human model with wooden plank configuration was tested under the same 

conditions. Each round was conducted with a new plank of equal dimensions and cut from the 

same board. A picture of the configuration is shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42: Pilot study human model with wood plank configuration setup. 

 The model was released from the illustrated position and impacted the same wooden 

grill. During testing, the plank in round 1 cracked and the plank in round 2 was undamaged. The 

designed repeatability between tests resulted in the assumption that the non-uniform structure 

of the wood planks allowed different outcomes for the same test. The resulting lower segment 

acceleration components for both rounds were graphed with respect to time (Figure 43). 
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Figure 43: Pilot study lower sensor acceleration measurements for human model with wood 
plank. 

 

 The lower sensor’s wave forms were comparable with minor dissimilarities surrounding 

the release of the restraining tape. The tape snapped later in round 1 because the plank broke 

during impact. This allowed the z-axis values to become negative for a period longer than        

10 ms, completing the rebound cycle. Round 2 showed the tape snapping around 43 ms and the 

z-axis component remained below 1 G for approximately 8 ms. The rebound cycle was assumed 

complete despite being 2 ms below the predetermined criteria. The upper sensor graphs 

showed more distinct differences throughout the impact, see Figure 44.  
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Figure 44: Pilot study upper sensor acceleration measurements for human model with wood 
plank. 

 

 Round 1 z-axis values dropped below 1 G after 37 ms until the tape released at 51 ms. 

The z-axis component then spiked positive followed by a shallow slope back to 0 G’s around    

64 ms. This wave form was similar to the solitary human model results but displayed a 

significantly longer impact time. Round 2 measured the tape snap before the initial impact 

dropped below 1 G. The spike was then followed by negative z-axis values lasting approximately 

15 ms and a positive inflection for approximately 5 ms. The post-snap negative wave form was 

attributed to the “whiplash” period being impacted by an undampened deflecting plank. This 

unique difference was also observed in future configuration results. The instantaneous vector 

magnitudes were graphed for both sensors for further comparison, see Figure 45. 
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Figure 45: Pilot study vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model with wood plank 
testing. 

 

 The average times between rounds for the lower segment to reach zero velocity and 

total impact were 25 ms and 34 ms, respectively. The average acceleration for these time 

intervals were 12.2 G’s and 12.8 G’s, respectively. The resulting average rebound coefficient 

was 0.48. The impact times were slightly longer than the previous solitary human model tests 

resulting in lower average accelerations. 

Upper segment results were only comparable to the moment the model’s speed 

reached zero. This point occurred at 29 ms and 28 ms and resulted in an average acceleration of 

10.1 G’s and 10.5 G’s for round 1 and 2, respectively. Round 1 total impact time and its 

respective average acceleration was 63 ms and 8.1 G’s. Round 2 total impact time and its 

respective average acceleration was 69 ms and 9.2 G’s. The rebound coefficients for the two 

rounds were 0.73 and 1.13, respectively. The inconsistent results and fragility of the wood plank 
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limited its testing to only the pilot study. Impact times and segment accelerations for each 

round are provided in Table 6 and in the Appendix. 

Table 6: Pilot study human model with wood plank results. 

 Round 
Impact Time (ms) Rebound 

Coefficient 

Average G's Peak G's 

 V->0 Total V->0 Total Excluding Tape 

Lower 
Segment 

1 23.7 33.1 0.49 12.5 13.1 32.2 

2 25.6 35.5 0.47 11.9 12.4 31.4 

Upper 
Segment 

1 29.3 63.1 0.73 10.1 8.1 19.0 

2 28.4 68.8 1.13 10.5 9.2 22.9 

 

 Compared to the human model only testing, adding the wood plank increased all impact 

times and decreased the average acceleration for both segments to reach zero velocity. The 

calculated rebound coefficient was larger for the wood plank indicating a larger change in 

velocity. For this reason, average accelerations for the total impact time were similar to the 

human model only testing. It was also noticed that the peak accelerations for the wood plank 

were larger.  

4.2.3 Human Model with Aluminum Plate 

 The wood plank from the previous model was replaced with an aluminum plate for the 

third configuration. Each round of testing was conducted with the same 6061 aluminum plate 

because it did not plastically deform during testing. The lower sensor components were 

graphed for visual comparison between round 1 and round 2, see Figure 46. 
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Figure 46: Pilot study lower sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
aluminum plate. 

 

 Lower segment measurements from each round yielded similar waveforms. Noise from 

the restraining tape occurred directly after the initial rebound at approximately 27 ms in both 

rounds. Therefore, the total impact time included the snapping period. The earlier release was 

attributed to the added rigidity of the metallic plate. This reaction was also observed in the 

remaining two pilot study configurations. The upper sensor measurements for both rounds also 

included the developed noise, see Figure 47. 
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Figure 47: Pilot study upper sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
aluminum plate. 

 

 The upper segment also experienced accelerations in both rounds that yielded 

consistent graphical wave forms. The impact in each round lasted approximately 36 ms. Both 

graphs then showed prolonged negative z-axis values followed by a positive inflection, 

consistent with round 2 of the wood plank model. The aluminum plate experienced elastic 

deflection that lead to a small “whiplash” event. The instantaneous vector magnitudes for both 

rounds were calculated and graphed for further analysis, see Figure 48. 
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Figure 48: Pilot study vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model with aluminum 
plate testing. 

 

 The average time for the lower segment to reach zero velocity and total rebound was  

19 ms and 38 ms, respectively. The resulting average accelerations were 15.5 G’s and 14.1 G’s 

for the respective time intervals. The average rebound coefficient was 0.80. The pre-rebound 

impact time and acceleration were comparable to the unprotected pedestrian configuration 

results, which supported the consistency of the testbed. The additional rigidity to the system 

was visible through the total impact values. The total time was longer because of an extended 

rebound period, and the experienced acceleration was higher because the upper segment 

could not fold over the wooden grill and hold on. 

The average times for the upper segment to reach zero velocity and total rebound were 

22 ms and 55 ms, respectively. The resulting average accelerations were 13.6 G’s and 10.8 G’s 
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for the respective time intervals. The average rebound coefficient was 1.00. Impact times and 

experienced accelerations for both segments are provided in Table 7 and in the Appendix.  

Table 7: Pilot study human model with aluminum plate results. 

 Round 
Impact Time (ms) Rebound 

Coefficient 

Average G's Peak G's 

 V->0 Total V->0 Total Excluding Tape 

Lower 
Segment 

1 18.9 36.9 0.79 15.6 14.1 34.8 

2 19.9 38.3 0.80 15.3 14.0 41.2 

Upper 
Segment 

1 21.7 54.1 1.01 13.6 10.9 25.3 

2 22.2 56.4 0.99 13.6 10.6 26.1 

 

The added aluminum plate reduced the difference between segment pre-rebound and 

total impact times by 5.6 ms and 12 ms compared to the human model only test. This placed 

the segment impact times to within approximately 2.5 ms of each other before the rebound. 

The impact experience between segments was beginning to normalize. Just like the wood 

plank, the addition of the aluminum plate increased the rebound coefficient indicating a larger 

change in velocity than the sole human model. The peak accelerations were also significantly 

larger indicating the requirement of an impact absorbing element. 

4.2.4 Human Model with Aluminum Plate and PORON Pad 

 A new 6061 aluminum plate with identical dimensions was placed with the impact 

absorbing pad for this configuration. The two materials were located at the same height as the 

previous test setup. Straps were placed across the plate in the same location to fix the 

protective materials to the human model. Figure 49 shows the model setup. 
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Figure 49: Pilot study human model with aluminum and PORON configuration setup. 

 Two rounds of testing were completed with this configuration. The lower sensor 

readings are graphically displayed in Figure 50. 

 

Figure 50: Pilot study lower sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
aluminum plate and PORON pad. 
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 Data from the two rounds displayed a comparable waveform. Both z-axis components 

demonstrated a dual peak curve followed by noise from the tape. Rounds 1 and 2 both reached 

zero velocity in 24 ms. After the noise a shallow slope of z-axis values decreased to 0 G’s by     

46 ms in round 1 and 44 ms in round 2. Compared to the aluminum plate model, the addition of 

the impact absorbing pad altered the z-axis waveform, increased the total impact time, and 

decreased peak instantaneous accelerations. The upper segment also displayed consistent 

results and improved impact attenuation, see Figure 51. 

 

Figure 51: Pilot study upper sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
aluminum plate and PORON pad. 

 

 The upper sensor’s graphical waveform also exhibited key differences from the 

aluminum plate only configuration. The most significant was the absence of negative z-axis 

values after the tape snapped. This indicated the aluminum plate experienced decreased 
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deflection and the pad altered the transmitted forces during impact. The instantaneous vector 

magnitudes were calculated for both segments and are graphically displayed below. 

 

Figure 52: Pilot study vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model with aluminum 
plate and PORON pad testing. 

 

 The average times for the lower segment to reach zero velocity and total impact were 

24 ms and 45 ms, respectively. These impact times were 4.8 ms and 7.7 ms longer than the 

previous test. The resulting average accelerations were 12.5 G’s and 11.3 G’s for the two 

respective time intervals. Addition of the pad decreased the calculated acceleration for each 

time interval by approximately 3 G’s. The average rebound coefficient was 0.71. 

Upper sensor measurements were similar with 24 ms to zero velocity and 54 ms for 

total impact. The total impact time for each segment only differed by 8.8 ms, lower than any 

prior test. Accelerations were also similar at 12.4 G’s and 10.5 G’s for each time interval 

respectively. The average rebound coefficient was 0.90. The accelerations experienced by both 
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sensors were within 1 G for each time interval while remaining below 13 G’s. This was 

significantly lower than the aluminum model and displayed further normalization between 

segments. The impact times and acceleration levels for both segments are provided in Table 8 

and in the Appendix. 

Table 8: Pilot study human model with aluminum plate and PORON pad results. 

 Round 
Impact Time (ms) Rebound 

Coefficient 

Average G's Peak G's 

 V->0 Total V->0 Total Excluding Tape 

Lower 
Segment 

1 24.2 46.5 0.75 12.5 11.3 28.5 

2 24.2 44.1 0.67 12.6 11.3 30.5 

Upper 
Segment 

1 24.1 54.1 0.89 12.4 10.4 23.4 

2 24.2 54.2 0.92 12.3 10.5 25.8 

 

 Compared to previous testing, addition of the impact absorbing pad to the aluminum 

plate has resulted in the most favorable results. The average acceleration levels have been 

normalized between segments and are below the lower segment results for the human only 

and human model with aluminum plate models. The remaining area of improvement was to 

decrease the peak acceleration.  

4.2.5 Human Model with ScarabSpine and Viper Pro Pad 

 The final pilot study test was completed using the developed ScarabSpine and Viper Pro 

pad. Proper alignment of the protective equipment placed the center of the ScarabSpine at the 

upper edge of the grill. A picture of the setup is provided in Figure 53. 
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Figure 53: Pilot study human model with ScarabSpine and Viper Pro configuration setup. 

 As before, the model was released from the starting position and the impact 

accelerations were recorded. After the first round the ScarabSpine was closely inspected for 

plastic deformation. No visible damage was apparent, and the model was reset for round 2. 

Lower segment acceleration measurements for both rounds are graphically displayed in    

Figure 54. 
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Figure 54: Pilot study lower sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad. 

 

 The lower segment results displayed similar wave forms with minor variations. Both 

rounds resembled a double peak curve in the z-axis within the first 30 ms. This was similar to 

the aluminum plate and PORON pad model but with a decrease in peak acceleration by 

approximately 10 G’s. After 30 ms, round 1 showed the expected tape snapping noise, which 

was not as apparent in round 2. This was explained through analyzing the video footage. It was 

observed that the tape in round 2 released from the fixture earlier than all other tests. The 

upper sensor data captured this event and is shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55: Pilot study upper sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad. 

 

 The graphs above show interference of the tape shifting from 34 ms in round 1 to 23 ms 

in round 2. Snapping at an earlier time decreased the influence of this event on the 

accelerometers because it required less energy to release the tape from the fixture. Despite the 

different response between rounds, the data sets were accepted due to the risk of damaging 

the material properties of the Viper Pro from excessive impacts. Vector magnitudes for each 

segment were calculated and are displayed in Figure 56. 
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Figure 56: Pilot study vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model with 
ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad testing. 

 

 The average impact times for the lower segment to reach zero velocity and total 

rebound were 24 ms and 51 ms, respectively. The average accelerations for these two time 

intervals were 12.2 G’s and 9.7 G’s, respectively. The resulting average rebound coefficient was 

calculated as 0.65. These lower segment results displayed longer impact times and lower 

acceleration than the previous test configuration. The upper segment experienced similar 

results.  

The upper segment average impact times were 25 ms and 58 ms for the zero velocity 

and total rebound periods. Average accelerations were calculated to be 12.1 G’s and 9.4 G’s for 

each time interval, respectively. Finally, the average rebound coefficient was calculated as 0.86. 

Impact times and acceleration levels for both segments are provided in Table 9 and in the 

Appendix.  
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Table 9: Pilot study human model with ScarabSpine and Viper Pro results. 

 Round 
Impact Time (ms) Rebound 

Coefficient 

Average G's Peak G's 

 V->0 Total V->0 Total Excluding Tape 

Lower 
Segment 

1 25.1 54.5 0.67 11.8 9.1 21.6 

2 23.7 46.4 0.63 12.5 10.3 20.3 

Upper 
Segment 

1 26.1 58.3 0.92 11.3 9.6 21.6 

2 23.7 58.4 0.80 12.8 9.2 28.1 

 

The upper and lower segments experienced nearly identical accelerations and closer 

impact times than any other test. The ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad configuration displayed 

the ability to normalize upper and lower segment impact reactions while minimizing deflection 

and acceleration. Figure 57 shows the device preventing the hyperextension that was identified 

in Figure 38. 

 

Figure 57: Pilot study demonstration of ScarabSpine and Viper Pro hyperextension prevention. 

 Results from the pilot study produced the necessary coefficient restitution values to 

continue with the next experimental phase. The physical demonstration also increased 

confidence in the device’s capability to withstand the final 20 mph drop test. 
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4.3 Drop Testing 

4.3.1 Human Model Only 

 The first full scale drop test was conducted with only the punching bag. Accelerations 

during the impact event were recorded and video footage captured using the same method 

from the pilot study. Lower segment acceleration measurements are graphically displayed 

below. 

 

Figure 58: Drop test acceleration measurements for both sensors on human model. 

 The sensors were aligned with the z-axis in the direction of impact. Test results revealed 

significant measurements recorded in the x and y axis due to the under constrained drop test 

method. The impact time end criteria remained depended on the z-axis, but the vector 

magnitude was calculated to account for all directions. The resulting total impact times for 

lower and upper segments were 31 ms and 47 ms, respectively. The vector magnitude 

calculations are graphically illustrated in Figure 59. 
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Figure 59: Drop test vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model testing. 

 The lower segment data were particularly important for this drop because they 

represented the acceleration an unprotected person would undergo during direct impact. 

Throughout the research and design phases the pedestrian was theorized to reach 20 mph in  

15 ms yielding an average acceleration of 60.8 G’s. The actual recorded data showed this 

expected change in velocity to occur 15.3 ms after the point of impact and measured an 

average acceleration of 59.7 G’s. Direct comparison between the measured and theoretical 

accelerations resulted in a percent error of 1.8%. The testing and data collection methods were 

highly supported by this outcome. 

The average measured acceleration for the lower segment’s total impact was 42.4 G’s. A 

theoretical acceleration was also calculated using the impact time and acting coefficient of 

restitution from the pilot study. This theoretical acceleration was 42.5 G’s revealing a difference 

of 0.1%. 
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 Upper segment measurements resulted in an average acceleration of 44.9 G’s to reach a 

change in speed of 20 mph. The total impact time resulted in an average measured acceleration 

of 31.4 G’s, due to the lack of support and extended impact time. A theoretical acceleration was 

calculated to be 31.0 G’s. The resulting difference was 1.1%. Despite the upper segment 

experiencing a desirably low acceleration, its deflection was extremely high. The top of the bag 

traveled all the way to the ground 7.75 inches below the impacting face, see Figure 60.  

 

Figure 60: Drop test with bag only impact deflection. 

 An additional metric for comparing drops was the length of time peak accelerations 

exceeded 60 G’s and 85 G’s. It was previously identified that the critical chest acceleration level 

for the TIC was 60 G’s for a time interval no longer than 3 ms [2]. This acceleration level was 

intended for the area of support provided by a vehicle’s seat belt and would significantly reduce 

the probability of severe injury. It was also identified by the TTI that the absolute maximum 

peak interval for a pedestrian was 85 G’s for 3 ms [3]. The length of time each segment 

experienced accelerations larger than 85 G’s is provided in Table 10. Additionally, the lower 

segment experienced 60+ G’s for 9.3 ms and the upper segment for 3.7 ms. 
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Table 10: Drop test human model only results. 

 Impact Time (ms) Average G's 
Peak G's 

Maximum Peak 
Interval (ms) 

Hyperextension (in) 
Segment V->0 Total V->0 Total 

Lower 15.3 30.7 59.7 42.4 99.3 0.9 N/A 

Upper 20.0 47.3 44.9 31.4 71.3 N/A 7.75+ 
 

 The peak acceleration experienced by the lower segment equated to a force of 1,990 lb. 

This was comparable to a mean peak force of 2,050 ± 337 lb found during research for lateral 

impact of the same region at 20 mph [25]. This literature also displayed a total impact time 

approximately 14 ms longer than measured for the lower segment. The maximum peak interval 

remained below 3 ms for both segments but the 60+ G’s interval for the lower segment lasted 

longer than 3 ms and the upper hyperextension was extreme. 

4.3.2 Human Model with Aluminum Plate 

 The aluminum was placed on the human model and dropped from the same height. 

Recorded measurements from all axis for both sensors are graphed in Figure 61. The lower 

segment y-axis and z-axis data demonstrated a similar wave form to the human model only 

testing. On the other hand, the x-axis was inverted indicating the bag was slightly rolled across 

the y-z plane in the opposite direction upon impact. Despite this difference the results were 

comparable due to the decision to calculate the vector magnitudes. 
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Figure 61: Drop test acceleration measurements for both sensors on human model with 
aluminum plate. 

 

 Total impact time for the lower segment was 33.2 ms, approximately 2.5 ms longer than 

the previous test. The upper segment’s total impact time was 44.6 ms. This shorter impact 

indicated the presence of an object adding rigidity to the system. The vector magnitudes for 

both segments were graphed to further analyze the impact scenario, see Figure 62. 
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Figure 62: Drop test vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model with aluminum 
plate testing. 

 

 The average acceleration for the lower and upper segments during the initial 20 mph 

change in speed was 55.6 G’s and 46.4 G’s, respectively. As compared to the previous test, the 

lower segment acceleration decreased and the upper segment acceleration increased. The 

upper sensor’s increase was expected because of the added rigid plate.  

The lower segment’s total impact average acceleration was 42.4 G’s with a theoretical 

percent difference of 13.7%. Upper sensor average acceleration was 32.1 G’s with a theoretical 

difference of 21.5%, see Table 11. The large percent difference was attributed to plastic 

deformation of the aluminum plate. Upon impact the metal experienced a significant amount 

of deflection, which extended the impact time. During pilot study testing the aluminum plate 

did not bend and resulted in a coefficient of restitution that did not accurately represent a 

deformation scenario. In support of this observation, the coefficient of restitution from the bag 
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only model was used to calculate a theoretical acceleration for the upper segment’s total 

impact time period. The resulting percent difference was reduced to 2.5%. 

Table 11: Drop test human model with aluminum plate results. 

 Impact Time (ms) Average G's 
Peak G's 

Maximum Peak 
Interval (ms) 

Hyperextension (in) 
Segment V->0 Total V->0 Total 

Lower 16.4 33.2 55.6 42.4 148 4.6 N/A 

Upper 20.1 44.6 46.4 32.1 108 3.7 5.5 

 

The segment average accelerations for the total impact time remained consistent when 

compared to the previous test. The lower segment experienced similar accelerations during 

both tests and the aluminum plate test had a higher upper segment acceleration. The largest 

discrepancy in acceleration occurred at the peak acceleration. The lower segment experienced 

a peak acceleration level 1.5 times larger than the solitary human model test. The maximum 

peak time interval for both segments also exceeded the allowable 3 ms limit. The upper 

segment deflection also displayed significant difference. The addition of the aluminum plate 

reduced the top of the bag to deflecting approximately 5.5 inches. This dynamic deflection 

resulted in plastic deformation of the aluminum plate by bending the top end 1.25 inches 

below flat, see Figure 63. 

 

Figure 63: Drop test deformation to aluminum plate. 
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4.3.3 Human Model with Aluminum Plate and PORON Pad 

 The third drop test added the impact absorbing pad to an identical aluminum plate from 

the previous test. This model was expected to demonstrate how a protective pad would directly 

alter the same impact scenario. The graphs below display the raw data for all axis and both 

sensors. 

 

Figure 64: Drop test acceleration measurements for both sensors on human model with 
aluminum plate and PORON pad. 

 

 The lower sensor displays immediate improvement by decreasing the peak acceleration 

in the z-axis to approximately 104 G’s, compared to 148 G’s in the previous test. The total 

impact time for this segment was 39.6 ms, 6.4 ms longer than without the pad. Upper sensor 

total impact time was 47.2 ms. The longer time could indicate the pad’s capability to attenuate 

forces through increasing the impact time. Lower and upper segment vector magnitude 

accelerations were graphed for additional analysis, see Figure 65. 
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Figure 65: Drop test vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model with aluminum 
plate and PORON pad testing. 

 

 The average accelerations for the lower and upper segments to change speed by           

20 mph were 48.5 G’s and 47.0 G’s, respectively. The lower segment experienced significantly 

smaller accelerations for this event than in the previous test, a decrease of 7.1 G’s, while the 

upper segment only slightly increased by 0.6 G’s. The decrease in lower segment acceleration 

could also be a direct result of adding the force attenuating material. 

Average accelerations from the total impact time further supported the pad’s 

capabilities. The lower segment average acceleration was 38 G’s with a difference of 3.4% from 

the theoretical calculation. Upper segment average acceleration was 36.7 G’s with a theoretical 

difference of 0%. The most significant comparison for this test was the similarity between 

upper and lower segment accelerations. The segments experienced similar accelerations due to 

the added rigidity to the system, while the impact absorbing pad enabled the acceleration to 

remain relatively low. However, the total impact times for both segments were not the same, 
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which indicated a deflection within the system, see Table 12. The measured impact time to 

reach 20 mph was recorded as the same time for each segment due to the data capture 

resolution of 0.46 ms. 

Table 12: Drop test human model with aluminum plate and PORON pad results. 

 Impact Time (ms) Average G's 
Peak G's 

Maximum Peak 
Interval (ms) 

Hyperextension (in) 
Segment V->0 Total V->0 Total 

Lower 19.2 39.6 48.5 38.0 104 2.3 N/A 

Upper 19.2 47.2 47.0 36.7 107 6.0 3 

 

 The maximum peak time interval showed considerable improvement by adding the 

PORON pad. However, the upper segment still exceeded the allowable 3 ms. Video footage of 

the drop also showed a dynamic deflection at the top of the plate of approximately 3 inches 

below the impacting plane. Further examination of the aluminum plate revealed plastic 

deformation of 0.75 inches from its original flat shape, Figure 66. The aluminum plate and 

PORON pad configuration demonstrated appreciable reduction of the model’s acceleration but 

failed to limit the dynamic extension of the upper segment to within the set range. 

 

Figure 66: Drop test deformation to aluminum plate with PORON pad. 
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4.3.4 Human Model with ScarabSpine and Viper Pro Pad 

 The final drop scenario tested the capabilities of the ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad. The 

model was dropped three consecutive times to monitor material degradation of the absorbing 

pad and metallic structure. The lower segment acceleration graphs for each round are 

displayed in Figure 67. 

 

Figure 67: Drop test lower sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad. 

 

 The first round showed very similar accelerations and impact times for the lower 

segment compared to the previous model. Total impact times for the three rounds were      
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38.2 ms, 44.3 ms, and 41.6 ms, respectively. Round 1 recorded the shortest impact duration 

while maintaining lower peak acceleration values in the z-axis. The maximum z-axis acceleration 

was 100 G’s while rounds 2 and 3 recorded peaks of 120 G’s and 143 G’s. This consistent 

increase of approximately 20 G’s could be an indication that the absorbing pad’s performance 

decreased after each impact. The upper sensor measurements were also analyzed to determine 

the ScarabSpine’s performance, see Figure 68. 

 

Figure 68: Drop test upper sensor acceleration measurements for human model with 
ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad. 
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 The upper segment total impact times for all three rounds were 44.4 ms, 47.2 ms, and 

45.0 ms, respectively. Round 1 revealed an impact duration difference of 6.2 ms between upper 

and lower segments. This was a smaller difference than the three previous configurations and 

supported the applied rigidity of the ScarabSpine to the system. Rounds 2 and 3 had longer 

impact time differences indicating additional deflection by the ScarabSpine. 

 Video footage of the first drop revealed a dynamic deflection of approximately             

1.5 inches at the top of the ScarabSpine, see Figure 69. After the test the ScarabSpine was 

measured to extend approximately 0.55 inches past a flat position. The result was plastic 

deformation to the ScarabSpine that allowed it to bend an additional 0.35 inches past the 

original 0.2 inches from static testing. 

 

Figure 69: ScarabSpine and Viper Pro drop test footage (a) at moment of impact and (b) at 
maximum deflection. 

 

Round 2 and 3 displayed larger dynamic deflections than round 1. Their maximum 

deflections were similar to the aluminum plate and PORON pad model and resulted in static 

deflection measurements of approximately 1 inch and 1.5 inches, respectively. Visual inspection 

of the ScarabSpine showed deformation to multiple components, see Figure 70. 
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Figure 70: ScarabSpine deformation after Round 2. 

 The modes of failure included bent stainless steel ball studs, deformed aluminum edges 

due to compression, and separation between joints through slippage by the ball stud shaft. 

After round 3 there were a total of two bent ball studs, four deformed edges, and four 

separated joints with a maximum gap of 0.05 inches. The increased deformation from 

consecutive tests lead to decreasing average accelerations. The vector magnitudes for all 

rounds and both segments are provided in Figure 71. 
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Figure 71: Drop test vector magnitudes for both sensors during human model with ScarabSpine 
and Viper Pro pad testing. 

 

 Initial comparison between drops was conducted by calculating the average 

acceleration each segment experienced during the initial change speed of 20 mph. In round 1 

the lower and upper segments underwent average accelerations of 51.4 G’s and 52.0 G’s, 

respectively, over a 17.8 ms duration. The lower segment acceleration was approximately 3 G’s 

higher than the previous model, but the difference between the two segments was much 

smaller. This indicated the segments were absorbing the impact energy at the same rate, due to 

the added rigidity, without elevating the accelerations to bare impact scenario levels. 

Calculations for round 2 resulted in average accelerations of 48.8 G’s and 51.4 G’s for 

lower and upper segments, respectively. The difference between the values increased because 

of the larger deflection. Round 3 continued this trend with accelerations of 49.9 G’s and       

47.4 G’s for lower and upper segments. 
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Average accelerations for the total impact were also calculated for both segments. The 

lower segment accelerations for each round were 39.7 G’s, 38.2 G’s, and 36.5 G’s, respectively. 

Theoretical calculations based off pilot study data and the impact duration revealed a percent 

difference of 1.0%, 12.5%, and 1.1% for each respective round. Upper segment average 

accelerations were 38.8 G’s, 39.6 G’s, and 36.3 G’s for each round. The calculated differences 

were 1.6%, 10.3%, and 3.8%, respectively. Results are tabulated below in Table 13. The 

increased percent error developed in round 2 was attributed to the angle of impact. During the 

drop the model tilted forward and impacted the grill model at a larger angle than any other 

drops. 

Table 13: Drop test human model with ScarabSpine and D3O pad results. 

  Impact Time (ms) Average G's Peak 
G's 

Maximum Peak 
Interval (ms) 

Hyperextension (in) 
Round Segment V->0 Total V->0 Total 

1 
Lower 17.8 38.2 51.4 39.7 110 2.8 N/A 

Upper 17.8 44.4 52.0 38.8 107 2.8 1.5 

2 
Lower 18.1 44.3 48.8 38.2 127 2.8 N/A 

Upper 17.7 47.2 51.4 39.6 119 5.5 2.0 

3 
Lower 17.8 41.6 49.9 36.5 150 3.7 N/A 

Upper 19.6 45.0 47.4 36.3 121 5.5 2.5 

 

The results from round 1 demonstrated acceleration levels similar to the aluminum and 

PORON pad model while minimizing deflection during impact. The device also showed 

considerable improvement by keeping the maximum peak time interval below the 3 ms limit for 

both segments in round 1. Compared to the unprotected human model, the ScarabSpine and 

Viper Pro configuration normalized the acceleration experienced by both segments, 

significantly reduced acceleration levels for both time periods, and minimized the dynamic 

hyperextension. The added device reduced the acceleration difference between segments to 
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approximately 0.6 G’s and 0.9 G’s for each time interval. The lower segment acceleration levels 

were decreased by approximately 8.3 G’s for the initial impact and by 2.7 G’s for the total 

impact time. Finally, the deflection was decreased to 1.5 inches from the original 7.75 inches. 

The combination of decreased segment acceleration and minimal dynamic deflection supports 

the application of the ScarabSpine and force attenuating pad as a protective measure during 

high impact scenarios. 
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5 Future Work 

 The everyday high energy scenario of a vehicular collision has well documented support 

for the need of a new protective measure for unprotected persons. This first work produced an 

innovative basic design that showed potential through a limited testing criteria. Additional 

testing of the ScarabSpine and the Viper Pro pad with a certified 50th percentile male model 

would more accurately represent a real-world impact scenario. Design optimization could also 

result in a lighter weight more user friendly construction. It was also mentioned during 

development that a full coverage device would be ideal, therefore future research would 

include extending the ScarabSpine to protect the cervical spine and coccyx regions. Finally, the 

application of the ScarabSpine’s specialized joints should be explored for the protection of 

other body regions. 
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6 Conclusion 

This master’s thesis set out to design, analyze, develop, and test a high-energy trauma 

prevention safety device for unprotected persons. A review of literary works supported the 

need for such a device during LTV-to-pedestrian collisions. Further research defined a critical 

impact scenario between pedestrians and light pickup trucks approaching from the rear at       

20 mph. This collision speed was found to generate accelerations to a person’s torso that 

exceeded the allowable range defined by the NHTSA and cause spinal hyperextension. Existing 

devices and patents were examined to insure a unique design that would satisfy safety 

specifications while remaining functional and ergonomic. 

The resulting design was a metallic biomimetic structure combined with an advanced 

force attenuating material. The impact absorbing pad was selected for its documented superior 

properties to minimize transmitted forces. The metallic component prevented hyperextension 

of the spine and gave the design novelty. The ScarabSpine was the focus during the analysis 

stage. 

Analytical methods ranged from simplified beam calculations to finite element software. 

Hand calculations were an initial tool that supported the ScarabSpine’s geometry and material 

properties. FEA was a comprehensive method that accounted for additional complexities in the 

ScarabSpine design. Both tools provided results that supported the device’s ability to withstand 

the applied forces during the impact scenario. Analysis of the design provided sufficient 

evidence of its theoretical strength and lead to the development of a physical model. 
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Fabrication of a prototype was critical to support a real-world application. The metallic 

structure was fully manufactured to within the specifications set during the design phase. A 

testing procedure was then created and executed through physical experimental analysis. 

Experimental impact testing was conducted with a mock human model in two stages. 

Stage 1 consisted of a pilot study to confirm the selected data collection method and provided a 

deeper understanding of the impact biomechanics. Full scale drop testing was completed in 

stage 2. The results from the ScarabSpine and Viper Pro pad configuration displayed superior 

impact protection capabilities by minimizing segment acceleration, maximizing impact time, 

and reducing upper segment hyperextension. Developed average accelerations including and 

excluding the rebound were decreased by 8.3 G’s (14%) and 2.7 G’s (6%), respectively. The 

device normalized the impact times across the model and increased the pre-rebound and total 

durations by approximately 2.4 ms (16%) and 7.5 ms (24%), respectively. Experienced peak 

accelerations for both segments remained within the allowable 3 ms time interval at 2.8 ms. 

Finally, the upper segment dynamic hyperextension was reduced by 6.25 inches (81%) from an 

initial unprotected deflection of 7.75 inches to a minimal 1.5 inches. These experimental results 

supported the developed device in preventing high-energy trauma by minimizing 

hyperextension of the human spine and reducing experienced average accelerations during 

impact. Therefore, the developed theory was confirmed supporting the application of an 

impact absorbing material in combination with a biomimetic metallic structure to protect 

pedestrians subjected to a forward projecting collision with a large vehicle approaching from 

the rear at 20 mph.  
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7 Appendix A 

7.1 Center of Mass for the 50th Percentile Male 

 Anthropometric data used for the pedestrian is tabulated below. The body was assumed 

to be symmetrical allowing the arms, hands and legs segments to be summed. 

Table A. 11: Body segment weights for 50th percentile male [5]. 

Body Segment Number Body Segment Weight (lb) 

0 Lower Torso (Pelvis) 22.05 

1 Middle Torso (Lumbar) 24.14 

2 Upper Torso (Chest) 40.97 

3 Upper Arms 9.84 

4 Lower Arms 6.12 

5 Hands 2.30 

6 Neck 3.97 

7 Head 10.91 

8 Upper Legs 37.26 

9 Lower Legs 15.22 

10 Feet 4.54 

 Total 177.32 

 

The center of mass for each segment was calculated using the lower torso segment 

(pelvis) as the origin. Table A.2 provides the mass center of each segment with respect to the 

pelvis in the vertical direction (z-axis). 
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Table A. 12: Body segment mass center with respect to the pelvis [5]. 

Body Segment Location (in) 

Lower Torso (Pelvis) 0.000 

Middle Torso (Lumbar) 8.100 

Upper Torso (Chest) 16.098 

Upper Arms 13.482 

Lower Arms 0.450 

Hands -8.850 

Neck 22.398 

Head 28.746 

Upper Legs -10.518 

Lower Legs -27.312 

Feet -37.704 

 

The center of mass for the entire body was then calculated at approximately 2.2 inches 

above the pelvis, using Equation B.1. To find the mass center relative to the ground, it was 

assumed that the eyes were located at the mass center of the pedestrian’s head. The standing 

eye height of the 50th percentile male was 64.7 inches [5]. The center of mass was then 

calculated by subtracting the standing eye height by the head center of mass and adding         

2.2 inches. This resulted in a total body center of gravity at approximately 38 inches above the 

ground. 

Table A. 13: Hybrid III 50th percentile male segment weights [6]. 

Body Segment Weight (lb) 

Head 10.0 

Neck 3.4 

Upper Torso 37.9 

Lower Torso 50.8 

Upper Arms 8.8 

Lower Arms and Hands 10.0 

Upper Legs 26.4 

Lower Legs and Feet 25.0 

Total Weight 172.3 
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Table A. 14: Hybrid III 50th percentile male lengths [6]. 

Dimension Description Specification (in) 

Stature 69.0 

Head Circumference 23.5 

Head Breadth 6.1 

Head Depth 8.0 

Erect Sitting Height 34.8 

Shoulder to Elbow Length 13.3 

Back of Elbow to Wrist Pivot Length 11.7 

Buttock to Knee Length 23.3 

Knee Pivot Height 19.5 

 

Table A. 15: Aluminum and stainless steel material properties [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [47]. 

 6061-T6 7075-T651 304 SS 

Density (lb in3⁄ ) 0.0975 0.102 0.29 

Hardness (Rockwell) B-60 B-87 B-76 

Yield Strength (psi) 35,000 56,000 30,000 

Ultimate Tensile Strength (psi) 45,000 83,000 97,000 

Tensile Yield Strength (psi) 40,000 73,000 59,500 

Modulus of Elasticity (ksi) 10,000 10,400 29,000 

Poisson's Ratio 0.33 0.33 0.29 

Machinability (%) 50 70 - 

Shear Modulus (ksi) 3,770 3,900 12,500 

Shear Strength (psi) 30,000 48,000 72,750 
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8 Appendix B 

8.1 Full Body Center of Gravity Relative to the Pelvis 

 The 50th percentile male’s center of gravity was first calculated with respect to the pelvis 

center. Tables A.1 and A.2 provided each segment location relative to the pelvis and individual 

segment weights. These values were applied to Equation B.1 to calculate the center of gravity. 

𝑍𝑐𝑔 =
∑ 𝑍𝑖𝑤𝑖𝑖=0

𝑤
     Equation B. 1 

Where: 
𝑍𝑐𝑔 = Full body center of gravity relative to the pelvis center (in) 

𝑖 = The individual body segment number 
𝑍𝑖  = The body segment weight center (in) 
𝑤𝑖 = The body segment weight (lb) 
w = Total weight of the body (lb) 

 The sum of each segment multiplied by its weight was divided by the total body weight 

to find the center of gravity with respect to the center of the pelvis. The full body center of 

gravity was calculated to be 2.2 inches above the center of the pelvis. 

8.2 Total Distributed Impact Force 

This general calculation of force neglected the coefficient of restitution for the human 

body and assumed the pedestrian underwent a constant acceleration. It also assumed that the 

person’s body was a single mass that traveled from 0 to 20 mph in 15 milliseconds. First, the 

pedestrian’s acceleration was calculated with Equation B.2. 
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𝑎 =
𝑉𝑓−𝑉𝑖

𝑡
     Equation B. 2 

Where: 
a = The calculated average acceleration (𝑓𝑡 𝑠2⁄ ) 
𝑉𝑓 = Final velocity (𝑓𝑡 𝑠⁄ ) 

𝑉𝑖 = Initial velocity (𝑓𝑡 𝑠⁄ ) 
t = Impact time (s) 
 

The result was an acceleration of 1,955 (𝑓𝑡 𝑠2⁄ ). The force was then calculated using 

Newton’s second law of motion Equation B.3. 

𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎    Equation B. 3 

Where: 
F = Impact force (lb) 
m = Total mass of the pedestrian (slugs) 
a = Average acceleration of the pedestrian (𝑓𝑡 𝑠2⁄ ) 
 
 A total mass of 5.51 slugs was calculated using the total weight of a 50th percentile male 

in Table A.1. This mass multiplied by the acceleration from Equation B.2 equaled a force of 

10,772 lb. 

8.3 Final Velocity of Pedestrian Post Rebound 

 Calculating the velocities of colliding objects began with the conservation of energy and 

momentum. Neglecting the mass of the vehicle, equating the vehicle’s initial and final 

velocities, and limiting the collision to one dimension drastically simplified the problem. The 

equation became dependent on only the relative velocities [55]. 

𝐶𝑅 =
𝑣𝑝−𝑣𝑡

𝑢𝑡−𝑢𝑝
     Equation B. 4 

Where: 
𝐶𝑅 = Coefficient of restitution 
𝑣𝑝 = Final velocity of the pedestrian (mph) 

𝑣𝑡 = Final velocity of the truck (mph) 
𝑢𝑝 = Initial velocity of the pedestrian (mph) 
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𝑢𝑡 = Initial velocity of the truck (mph) 
 
 Assuming a restitution coefficient of 0.20 and inputting 20, 20, and 0 for initial truck 

velocity, final truck velocity and initial pedestrian velocity, respectively, resulted in a final 

pedestrian velocity of 24 mph. 

8.4 Coefficient of Restitution Calculation 

 Calculating the coefficient of restitution of an object bouncing off a fixed surface was 

given in Equation B.5 [55]. 

𝐶𝑅 =
𝑣

𝑢
     Equation B. 5 

Where: 
𝐶𝑅 = Coefficient of restitution 
v = Final velocity of the object 
u = Initial velocity of the object 
 
 A final velocity of 3.8 mph divided by the initial 20 mph equaled a restitution coefficient 

of 0.19. 

8.5 Drop Test Height 

 The kinematic equation below was used to calculate the drop height required to reach a 

velocity of 20 mph, neglecting air drag. The resulting height was 160 inches above the target. 

𝑣𝑓
2 = 𝑣𝑖

2 + 2𝑔𝑑 → 𝑑 =
𝑣𝑓

2−𝑣𝑖
2

2𝑔
   Equation B. 6 

Where: 
vf = Impact velocity of 20 mph (352 in/s) 
vi = Initial drop velocity of 0 mph 
g = Gravity of 386.2 in/s2 
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8.6 Maximum Deflection and Impact Force on an 8 Inch Cantilever Beam 

 

Initial equations were potential energy of a falling mass and the strain energy stored in a 

beam [52]. 

𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝑊(ℎ + 𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥)   Equation B. 7 

𝑈 = ∫
𝐸𝐼𝑇

2
(

𝑑2𝜈

𝑑𝑧2)2𝑑𝑧    Equation B. 8 

Where: 
W = Weight force of the falling object (lb) 
h = Initial height of the falling object (in) 
𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 = Maximum deflection occurring at B (in) 
U = Strain Energy (in-lb) 
𝐸𝐼𝑇  = Total flexural rigidity of the beam (lb-in2) 
ν = Deflection in the y direction (in) 
z = Position along the beam in the z direction (in) 
 

Through the principle of conservation of energy, Equation B.7 was equal to Equation B.8 

yielding the equation below [52]. 

∫
𝐸𝐼𝑇

2
(

𝑑2𝜈

𝑑𝑧2
)2𝑑𝑧 = 𝑊(ℎ + 𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥)   Equation B. 9 

The left side of Equation B.9 was simplified using the equations for the deflection and 

slope of a cantilever beam supporting a concentrated load (P) at the end [52]. The following 

two equations found the deflection along the beam and the deflection at the end of the beam. 

The only new variable was L, which was the total length of the beam in inches. 
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𝜈 = −
𝑃𝑧2

6𝐸𝐼𝑇
(3𝐿 − 𝑧)    Equation B. 10 

𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑃𝐿3

3𝐸𝐼𝑇
           Equation B. 11 

Equation B.11 was manipulated to isolate P and then placed into Equation B.10 to form 

the following equation. 

𝜈 = −
𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑧2

2𝐿3 (3𝐿 − 𝑧)   Equation B. 12 

Taking two derivatives of Equation B.12 resulted in Equation B.13, which was then 

substituted back into Equation B.8. 

𝑑2𝜈

𝑑𝑧2 = −
3𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐿2 +
3𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑧

𝐿3    Equation B. 13 

The following equation expressed the strain energy of the beam with respect to its 

maximum deflection. 

𝑈 =
𝐸𝐼𝑇

2
∫ (−

3𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝐿2 +
3𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑧

𝐿3 )
2

𝑑𝑥
𝐿

0
=

3𝐸𝐼𝑇𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥
2

2𝐿3   Equation B. 14 

Finally, this simplified expression for the strain energy of the beam was substituted into 

the left side of Equation B.9. The resulting quadratic equation below was solved to find the 

positive root for δmax. 

𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
√6ℎ𝐸𝐼𝑇𝐿3𝑊+𝐿6𝑊2+𝐿3𝑊

3𝐸𝐼𝑇
    Equation B. 15 
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The final unknowns, before calculating the maximum deflection, were the total flexural 

rigidity of the beam and the falling object’s weight. The following equation expressed the 

flexural rigidity of a composite beam with a constant cross-sectional area [52]. 

𝐸𝐼𝑇 = 𝐸𝐴𝐼𝐴 + 𝐸𝑆𝐼𝑆    Equation B. 16 

Where: 
EA = Modulus of Elasticity for 7075-T6 aluminum alloy (psi) 
IA = Moment of Inertia for cross-section of aluminum about the assembly’s centroid (in4) 
ES = Modulus of Elasticity for stainless steel (psi) 
IS = Moment of Inertia for cross-section of stainless steel about the assembly’s centroid (in4) 
 

The weight was calculated by equating the resulting bending moment at the cantilever 

beam’s fixed face during a uniform load and a point load at B. The maximum bending for a 

uniform load and point load are shown below, respectively [52]. 

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = −
𝐿2𝑞

2
    Equation B. 17 

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥 = −𝑃𝐿    Equation B. 18 

Where: 
q = Intensity of distributed load (lb/in) 
 

Isolating P, which was equivalent to the object’s weight, resulted in the equation below. 

𝑊 = 𝑃 =
𝐿𝑞

2
    Equation B. 19 

The following values were used to calculate the weight of the falling object, the beam’s 

flexural rigidity, and the maximum deflection at point B. 

1. q = (41 lb/8 in) = 5.125 lb/in 

2. L = 8 in 

3. 𝐸𝐴 = 1.04x107 psi 

4. 𝐼𝐴 = 0.1108 in4 

5. 𝐸𝑆 = 2.901x107 psi 
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6. 𝐼𝑆 = 0.0048 in4 

7. h = 160 in 

The resulting values were a weight of 20.5 lb, total flexural rigidity of 1.292x106 lb-in2, and 

maximum deflection of 0.934 inches. In addition, the maximum impact force with respect to 

δmax was calculated by solving for P in Equation B.11 and found to be 7,070 lb. 

8.7 Maximum Shear Stress in a Circular Cross Section 

 Calculation of the maximum shear stress experienced in a solid circular shaft was 

completed using a simplified formula from the Mechanics of Materials (7th Edition) textbook 

[52]. Equation B.20 expresses the maximum shear stress as a result of the maximum impact 

force and cross-sectional radius. 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
4𝑉

3𝜋𝑟2    Equation B. 20 

Where: 

𝜏𝑚𝑎𝑥 = Maximum shear stress (psi) 

V = Maximum impact force of 7,070 lb 

r = Radius of 0.225 in 

 

 The resulting shear stress in a 0.45 inch shaft is 59,271 psi. This stress exceeds the 

ultimate shear strength of 7075 aluminum, but not the 72,750 psi ultimate shear strength of 

304 stainless steel. This result supports the use of 304 stainless as the ball stud material. 

8.8 Rebound Coefficient 

 Manipulation of the equation for the coefficient of restitution resulted in a scalar form 

referred to as the rebound coefficient. As a result of the speed being directionless, the 

coefficient could be greater than 1. 
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𝑅𝐶 =
∆𝑆−𝑆𝑖

𝑆𝑖
    Equation B. 21 

Where: 
RC = Rebound Coefficient 
ΔS = Change in Speed (mph) 
Si = Initial Speed (mph) 
 

8.9 Cantilever Beam Deflections for Different Cross-Sections 

 The maximum deflection of a cantilever beam of identical length, applied force, and 

material becomes solely dependent on the cross-section’s moment of inertia, shown in 

Equation B.11. The moment of inertia for a rectangle and isosceles triangle of equivalent height 

(h) and width (b) were provided by the Mechanics of Materials (7th Edition) textbook [52]. 

 

 The equations from the figure above shows that the moment of inertia for the rectangle 

is three times that of the triangle. Applying this relationship to Equation B.11, the triangle will 

result in a maximum deflection three times larger than that of the rectangle. With the selection 

of rigid materials minimizing the deflection range, the cross-sectional area impacted the weight 

of the ScarabSpine column more than the deflection. 
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9 Appendix C 

9.1 Arduino Mega Code 
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9.2 Arduino Mega Specifications [56] 
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9.3 Adafruit 10 DOF Breakout Board Specifications [57] 
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9.4 ADXL377 High-G Accelerometer Specifications [58] 
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